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It is one of the most important tasks of the state to prevent unplanned 

urbanization and to provide healthy urbanization and infrastructure. Planning is also 

one of the most effective instruments used to accomplish this task. On that sense, 

planning appears as a significant tool which is used by central and local governments 

to provide public interest.  

 The implementation of development plans which are guiding to the practices 

on physical space, enable the reflection of public interest to the space. The purpose 

of development plan implementation is to create public service areas that provide 

solutions to the transportation, health, social and cultural needs of the citizens as well 

as the organized urbanization. However, it is needed an allocation of space for those 

services in the field, and a source for this allocation. In return for the value increase 

occurring after regulation, a deduction is made under the name of development 

readjustment share (DOP) from all the lands included in the regulation area. This 

deduction should be used for the creation of social facilities to meet the needs of 

public, in other words it must be used for providing of public interest. 
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 However, there are some contradictory situations between the development 

readjustment share deduction and public interest. In the development plan 

implementation applied in our country, the deduction of development readjustment 

share is taken from the areas which are reserved for public service in development 

and master plans and the properties belong to those public institutions. This situation 

is persistently maintained despite being contrary to the Reconstruction Law No. 3194 

and the related regulations and it causes the disruption of public service. Since it is 

not possible to mention of any value increase after the implementation of 

development plan, it is not be considered legal to defend the deduction of 

development readjustment share in the fields subjected to carrying out public 

services. 

 The aim of this study is to examine the deduction of development 

readjustment share taken from the lands which belong to Turkish State Railways, and 

evaluate the case in detail. The results of the study are expected to be a guide while 

re-addressing the practice of development readjustment share on public lands 

Key Words: Public interest, Turkish State Railways, development readjustment 

share, value increase 
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KESİNTİSİ YAPILMASININ KAMU YARARI KAVRAMI AÇISINDAN 

DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ:  

TÜRKİYE CUMHURİYETİ DEVLET DEMİRYOLLARI ÖRNEĞİ 

 

 

AKAR, Berrak 
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Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Serap KAYASÜ 
 

Haziran 2017, 156 sayfa 
 

 

 Çarpık ve düzensiz yapılaşmayı önlemek, düzenli ve sağlıklı bir şehirleşmeyi 

gerçekleştirmek devletin en önemli görevlerinden biridir. Planlama da bu görevi 

gerçekleştirmek için kullanılan etkin araçlardan biridir. Bu yönüyle, planlama kamu 

yararı sağlamak için merkezi ve yerel yönetimler tarafından kullanılan belirleyici bir 

araç olarak karşımıza çıkmaktadır. 

 Planlamanın fiziki sahada uygulamasına yol gösteren imar uygulamaları, 

kamu yararı kavramının mekâna yansıtılmasını sağlar. İmar uygulamalarının amacı, 

düzgün yapılaşmanın yanı sıra, aynı zamanda vatandaşların ulaşım, sağlık, sosyal ve 

kültürel ihtiyaçlarına çözüm olacak sosyal donatı alanları oluşturmaktır. Ancak, 

bütün bu tesisler için uygulama sahası içerisinde yer ayrılmasına, bunun için de 

kaynağa ihtiyaç bulunmaktadır. Bu kaynak düzenleme sahasına giren tüm 

taşınmazlardan, düzenleme sonrasında oluşacak değer artışı karşılığında; düzenleme 

ortaklık payı (DOP) adı altında bir kesinti yapılmaktadır. Yapılan bu kesinti de 

kamunun ihtiyaçlarını karşılayacak sosyal donatı alanlarının oluşturulması için, bir 

diğer ifadeyle kamu yararı için kullanılmalıdır. 
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 Ancak, DOP kesintisi ile kamu yararı arasında çelişki oluşturan bazı durumlar 

bulunmaktadır. Ülkemizde yapılan imar uygulamalarında, imar planlarında kamu 

hizmeti için ayrılan ve mülkiyeti o kamu kuruluşuna ait olan alanlardan düzenleme 

ortaklık payı kesintisi yapılmaktadır. Bu durum 3194 Sayılı İmar Kanunu ve ona 

bağlı yönetmeliklere aykırılık teşkil etmesine ve söz konusu kamu hizmetini sekteye 

uğratmasına rağmen ısrarla sürdürülmektedir. Hâlihazırda kamu hizmetinin 

yürütüldüğü alanlarda, imar uygulaması sonrası herhangi bir değer artışından söz 

edilmesi mümkün olmadığından, düzenleme ortaklık payı kesintisinin de hukuki 

olduğu düşünülemez. 

 Bu çalışmanın amacı, kamu arazilerinde yapılan düzenleme ortaklık payı 

kesintilerini Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Devlet Demiryolları (TCDD) mülkiyetindeki 

araziler örneğinde incelemek ve değerlendirmelerde bulunmaktır. Çalışmanın 

sonuçlarının, DOP kesintisi uygulamasının kamuya ait araziler özelinde yeniden ele 

alınması konusunda yol gösterici olması beklenmektedir.  

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Kamu yararı, T.C. Devlet Demiryolları, düzenleme ortaklık payı, 

değer artışı 
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 This thesis evaluates the development plan implementation applied in public 

service area with regard to public interest concept. Examining of development plan 

implementations which is a way of promoting public interest is the main purpose of 

this research. In other words, development plan implementation which is a kind of 

land readjustment method using in Turkey is an instrument to provide public service, 

so aim of this study is to analyze development plan implementations. 

 Public interest concept has been a controversial issue since the time of Plato. 

The lexical meaning of public interest is that it is anything affecting the rights, 

health, or finances of the public at large. Besides the definition in dictionary, several 

definitions have been discussed by different theorists in literature. In this thesis, 

different views about public interest will be explained. The literature survey about 

public interest is going to be classified based on theories. Public interest concept in 

Turkish experience will be discussed in legal context. 

 Public interest is mentioned in Turkish Constitution of 1982 for many times. 

According to Turkish Constitution, individual rights can be restricted in order to 

provide public interest. Depending on the Turkish Constitution, governmental 

institutions and local authorities are responsible for promoting public interest 

particularly.  

 In this framework, first of all, it is accepted that the main purpose of planning 

is to serve and provide public interest; therefore the most important question is “how 

planners use the concept of public interest?” is going to be examined briefly.  Land 

readjustment concept which is used in planning to serve public interest is explained 

in detail, and the land readjustment providing public interest methods is examined 

and examples from the world are expressed.  
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 Land readjustment is an important tool for urban development, creating new 

land and reorganizing urban areas. The urban land readjustment procedures can be 

divided into three categories (Şentürk, 2003):

1. Readjustment  for Plan Implementation 

2. Joint Land Readjustment  

3. Land Pooling 

 In Turkey, the readjustment for plan implementation is used for as a land 

readjustment method. It is explained in 18th Article of Reconstruction Law and its 

accompanying regulations. The land readjustment method can also be called as 

“Development Plan Implementation” or “Implementation of 18th Article” in 

Turkey. In general, the municipalities are responsible for the process of development 

plan implementations.  The main subject of the development plan implementation is 

“development readjustment share” (düzenleme ortaklık payı-DOP) which can 

shorten as DOP.  Development readjustment share is also called contribution 

percentage; however, the concept of DOP is going to be used in this study.  

 The main subject of this thesis is development readjustment share which is an 

instrument for providing of public interest. There is a dilemma of using DOP method 

to make deduction from public service areas in Turkey. This matter is brought to trial 

for several times from different public institutions. This situation will try to be 

explained through the case of Turkish State Railways. 

DOP is defined in the 18th Article of the Reconstruction Law. According to 

Reconstruction Law No: 3194 and 18th Article, it is stated that the DOP application 

can be made for public services (primary and secondary institutions affiliated to the 

Ministry of National Education, public services such as roads, squares, parks, 

parking lots, children's horticulture, green areas, places of worship and police 

stations and facilities related to these services). These public areas are provided via 

the contribution percentage of within project area. According to this article, 

landowners who have parcels in development plan implementation project area (land 

readjustment project) have to give up at most 40% of their land for mentioned 

purposes. 
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According to 18th Article of the Reconstruction Law,� 	�� ,�,/# $!%� $��

�))'$�,�$%��1#-�%(��!"� -��.�'/��$%#������!"� -���� � ���,/�� !�'�%,��,E/� *�% 0�

So it is definitely said that, if there is no increasing in land value there cannot be 

DOP deduction. 

However, sometimes DOP is used contrary to its purpose because of illegal 

applications of municipalities and the lack of knowledge of the landowners. The least 

known examples of this situation is making DOP deduction from the areas that 

providing public service such as school areas, railways, highways, etc. This is one of 

the most significant dilemmas in land readjustment process. This dilemma is the 

problem of this thesis which is defined below; 

“It is contrary to laws and regulations to make development readjustment 

share deduction from the areas which provide public service and are allocated for 

public service in master and development plans.”

Therefore, this dilemma is going to be explained through the case Turkish 

State Railways in the light of the sample cases and juridical decisions on railways. 

806� ��������	
��

 In this study, some assumptions are going to be focused. First of all, there is 

no single definition for public interest. Several definitions about public interest have 

been discussed by different theorists. Secondly, according to the Turkish Supreme 

Court’s decisions, public service is public interest. With this context, there are some 

applications to promote public interest in our country. One of them is planning; the 

main purpose of planning is to serve and provide public interest. Another assumption 

is that there is an instrument in planning used for providing public interest with 

creating public spaces which is called land readjustment in other words development 

plan implementation in Turkey. It is government and also citizens task to prevent  

un-planned and irregular structuring, implement well-ordered and healthy 

urbanization. In order to fulfill this task, administration uses different methods in 

planning and one of these methods is development readjustment share (contribution 

percentage). To sum up briefly: 
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� There is no single definition for public interest because there are 

different public interest concepts discussed by theorists. 

� According to the Turkish Supreme Court’s decisions, public service is 

public interest. 

� The main purpose of planning is to serve and provide public interest. 

� Land readjustment technique is used for providing public interest via 

creating spaces for public needs in planning process. 

80F� ���	�������

� The main subject of the development plan implementation is 

“development readjustment share”(DOP)

� DOP application can be made for which public services (primary and 

secondary institutions affiliated to the Ministry of National Education, 

public services such as roads, squares, parks, parking lots, children's 

horticulture, and green areas, places of worship and police stations 

and facilities related to these services). Although, it is not determined 

clearly in law, railways facilities are public services also. 

� When one of the public interests is preferred to the other, the concept 

of "superior public interest" emerges. Otherwise, public interest is 

damaged further. 
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 Evaluation of development plan implementation applied in public service area 

(Development Readjustment Share from the Point of Public Interest Concept) is the 

subject of this study. The methodology of this thesis mostly depends on the literature 

surveys and case studies.  

 In order to evaluate this subject, the concept of public interest in the literature 

will be reviewed and theories related to public interest will be investigated. 

Connection between public interest concept and sample cases will be established.  

 In this study, the official documents containing the bill of claims, expert 

reports and decision texts of the five cases about DOP applications in Turkish State 

Railways constitute my source of evidence data. 

 The subject of this thesis will be proven under the light of those data. It will 

be given brief explanation about what it has been done in this study, and the opinions 

about the subject of thesis will be explained. 

80:� �����������������	
����������

 The reason to choose Turkish State Railways as a case study while examining 

development plan implementations is that; Turkish State Railways is a public 

institution that has a large number of properties. In this sense, Turkish State Railways 

is faced with lots of problems related to development plan implementation and 

development readjustment share applications.  

 Moreover, Turkish State Railways has many cases which were brought to the 

courts and there are several decisions in favor of the Turkish State Railways.  

Therefore, it is decided that this public institution can be a good sample for 

explanation of illegal development plan implementations. 

�
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 In 1950s, public interest growth and progressed, however, the public interest 

concept is highly disputed issue in all over the world especially with the beginning of 

2000’s due to the effects of globalization. The concept of public interest has been 

discussed by politicians, sociologists, jurists and planners in the literature. Because 

of uncertainty in the definition of public interest, there has been an ongoing 

disagreement about what exactly it contains. Public interest destroys individual rights 

or not is the most controversial question due to the fact that it is the central to politics 

and policies. Therefore, the first aim of this thesis is discussing the public interest 

concept with respect for different theories and making it more clear for society. 

608� ���
���	
��	����������
�������

� There are different views on what is public interest. The reason of this variety 

is so problematic is that interest can be defined subjectively, objectively or anywhere 

in between (Howe, 1983, p.21). Formal definitions describe the public interest as the 

objectives of duly authorized governments carrying out activities necessary to the 

welfare of the community (Gant, 2005, p.48).

 For instance, according to Schubert (1960, p.11), public interest is defined 

from either a universalist or a particularist perspective and he claims that there is no 

public interest.   

 Kapani (cited in Bozeman, 2007, p.84) claims that “public interest refers to 

the efforts to behave justly” and is not a “concrete concept”. In that point it is 

important to describe “behave justly” to define public interest. No definitive criteria 

are available for the “behave justly”, so public interest is ill-defined in this definition.  

 On the contrary, according to Fesler (cited in Bozeman, 2007, p.87), public 

interest is an ideal. If it cannot be said that public interest exists, then it likewise 
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could not be said that justice, liberty and integrity exist. Similarly, Flathman (cited in 

Bozeman, 2007, p.84) states that “the ambiguity of the public interest is not adequate 

justification of its abandonment.” Both Fesler and Flathman agree the existence of 

ambiguity in the definition of public interest concept.  

 According to Leys and Perry (quoted in Bozeman, 2007, p.218), public 

interest can have different meanings such as formal meaning and a substantive 

meaning. Public interest can be defined as a device to explaining the reason of 

political movements and decisions. It is also claimed that  

“Public benefit is a multi-functional concept that cannot be considered 

independent    from the interest of the individuals and groups that form a nation and 

should be deemed as a natural or necessary balance among the benefits of the 

groups within the society” (Akıllıoğlu, 1989, p.11) 

 According to Tunaya public interest is related to the social and political 

principles as Leys and Perry stated. Similarly,  

“Public interest acts as a decision maker between different individual 

interests and   there are two measures used in this arbitration process. Sometimes 

public interest refers to interest of the most crowded group… and sometimes it is 

defined by a not quantitative but a qualitative way” (Keleş, 1989, p.42) 

Keleş (1989, p.46) also stated that collective interest is the extensive meaning 

of public interest. Therefore political movement of the state is related to public 

interest. 

 According to Bozeman (1979, p.74), public interest is a large-variety concept. 

Moreover, sometimes its different definitions conflict with each other. We can sum 

up public interest definitions as following items; 

1) The concept of public interest is complex, ambiguous and ill-defined. 

However, “the ambiguity of the public interest is not adequate justification of 

its abandonment.” (Flathman, cited in Bozeman, 2007, p.84) 

2) Public interest can be defined as a device to explaining the reason of political 

movements and decisions. 
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3) Public interest is also described as an aggregative and collection of private 

interests 

4) However it’s description is not clear, public interest should refer to the efforts 

to behave justly 

5) Public interest seen as the common well-being or interest of the majority 

6) Because of the wide variety of definition, meaning of public interest conflict 

sometimes 

606� �
�	��������	����������	���	����������
�������

 It has been an ongoing debate about dilemma of private and public interest 

concept.  To understand public interest concept, it can be useful to take a brief look 

at the history of it.   

 Public Interest is a reaction to Common Goodness (Le Bien Commun) after 

1789 French Revolution. The political thought of revolution revealed that public 

interest is a rational and realist concept. According to Akıllıoğlu;

“Le Bien Commun is the common concept of the political history of pre-

industrial European societies. This concept has lived from the Greek Sites to 

the Roman Empire and Middle Ages with the same attribute then fed the 

monarchies till 1789 (1989, p.15).”

In fact, the concept of public interest extends to periods of Plato and 

Aristotales. They claim that society, just like individual, tries to reach goodness 

which is the last aim, while perfection constitutes the totally (unitary) (Ülkenli, 

1991).

 In the Enlightment Period, public interest was considered as an outcome of 

the rights and interest those represented by social contract by Roussseau. This view 

is called as common interest (Ülkenli, 1991). Regarding this view, public interest is 

not sum of individual interests. Sometimes, individual interest may conflict with 

public interest while public interest is superior.   
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 As we all know, a man tries to maximize his profit and gains. However, 

promoting public interest can be resulted in the loss of individual right and this 

situation may cause conflict between the interest of public and interest of individuals. 

The content of the public interest and relationship of public and self-interest cannot 

be clarified sometimes. What is good for society may not be good for individuals. At 

this point, authorities particularly planners should define the border of public interest 

very carefully and fairly. It provides the ultimate ethical justification for the demands 

of the state on the individual (Gant, 2005). The role of planners while defining the 

content and the border of public interest will be discussed oncoming chapters in 

detailed.  

60F� ���	�����	����������
�������

� The concept of public interest has been discussed since the time of Plato and 

Aristotle. Although discussions about public interest began to arise by the mid-

1950s, there is no single and agreed explanation of this concept (Howe, 1983, p.20). 

It have gained more significance during 2000s, the question of where public interest 

lies has not yet been answered.�

“While planners, other professional public administrators, decision makers, 

interest groups and the press all discuss the idea of public interest and its practical 

experience, there is no single idea and concept of the public interest” (Howe, 1983, 

p.20). 

“Every theory of public interest is actually a theory about how, in some 

political system, the interest of individual relate to the interest of everyone taken 

together” (Howe, 1983, p.21). 

 Although there is no consensus on explanation of public interest, there are 

several theories trying to describe the public interest concept. In this chapter, the 

theories are addressed under  the 3 main headings: 
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1) Individual Theories 

2) Common Interest View 

3) Normative Theories 

60F08� �%,$.$,/�'��-�!�$���

� According to individual theories, public interest is defined as the 

maximization of individual interest. Although there are some differences among the 

theorists, general acceptance is that individual and its utilities have dominance in 

society. �

 The aggregative conceptions of public interest are based on Bentham’s 

utilitarian theory. Bentham claims that a community is the collection of individuals, 

therefore, public interest is simply the sum of individual interests (quoted in 

Bozeman, 2007, p.94).

 In this theory, public interest is equal to sum of individuals’ interest; 

therefore, it is originally based on a subjective view (Campbell and Marshall, 2002). 

Because of its subjective view, the difficulty with the aggregative conception is being 

highly manipulable. Moreover, since public interest is determined by number of 

individuals that are able to satisfy their own ambitions, this concept risks the 

“tyranny of the majority.” The various interests can conflict with each other. 

However, taking into consideration some principles such as common interest, 

transparency, justice, it can be balanced these conflict of interests (Campbell and 

Marshall, 2002).   

 As a result, defenders of individual theories deal with the community as a 

collection of individuals. However in this concept there may be no aim based on 

society itself. The significant and meaningful aims are fed by individual aims and its 

utilities.  

60F06� �!**!%��% ���� ��-�!�$���

 The theorists, who participate in this group, claim that public interest is a sum 

of common benefits which concern whole society. According to this approach, 
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protection of money value and minimum standards of health and welfare provided by 

local governments are the main elements of public interest concept. Advocates of this 

view have no arithmetic concerns, such as the collection of individual benefits. 

 Most traditional common interest ideas were produced by Rousseau. 

According to Rousseau, collection of individual interests has no meaning for public, 

because there are other interests which are not conflicting with each other.  

 These theories assume that there is a common good which is different from 

the aggregation of private benefits, and sometimes it can be against to some of the 

individuals in society to serve the public interest (Bozeman, 2007, p.89). It 

emphasizes the common interests broader than individual or special interests but not 

requiring an invariant or universal public interest (Bozeman, 2007, p.91). 

 In other words, in common interest view, the conception of public interest 

defining the public interest as an interest of the entire community. What is meant to 

be that describes; the thing that is good for society may not be good for individual 

interests, even they can get harmed. The aim of normative public interest concept is 

not to serve interests of all members, its aim is seeking out the ideal (should be) 

 In the same way, Barry and Braybrooke (quoted in Bozeman, 2007, p.90) 

suggests that if an individual, group or organization set interests of society,  almost 

everyone will be part of a group or coalition that strives for a private interest counter 

to the interest of the whole. Therefore, interest of the majority refers to the public 

interest. 

According to Cassinelli (quoted in Campbell and Marshall, 2002). the public 

interest “it is taken to comprise the ultimate ethical goal of political relationship, 

and institutions and practices are to be judged desirable or undesirable to the extent 

that they contribute to or detract from the realization of the public interest”. In other 

words, public interest is defined as the interest of all citizens and the role of 

government is to adjust individual interest by using public interest as a guidepost. 

When a policy or decision is made or put into effect by the state it must apply to all 

members of the society in question (Campbell and Marshall, 2002). 

 The common interests view can be summarized briefly as;
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� The meaning of public interest is the interest which all men have in common. 

� There is always a common good which is different from aggregating of 

private interests for society. 

� Public interest refers to the benefit of the all citizens. 

� What is good for society may not be good for individuals. 

� However, it is sometimes difficult to determine what is good for public in an 

objective way. 

60F0F� 
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 According to Cochran (quoted in Bozeman, 2007, p.94) “Normative theories 

advance the public interest as an ethical standard for evaluating public policies and 

as goal public officials should pursue” 

 To briefly describe the above definition above, normative models deal with 

what should be, it does not deal with what happens in the current situation. This 

theory assumes that there is a common good which is different from the aggregation 

of private benefits, and sometimes it can be against to some of the individuals in 

society to serve the public interest (Bozeman, 2007, p.89) 

 Advocates of this theory acknowledge the public interest as a political choice 

that is based on normative and value judgments, in other words public interest is a 

moral concept in normative theory.  

 The normative approach of public interest deals with the question of “which 

one will be right.” In the view of normative theory public interest rejects the concept 

of public will because public will may not be right all the time. 

 According to normative approach, the public interest does not rest on positive 

laws; instead, it rests on natural law. Since idealists define the public interest as “a 

thing of substance, independent of decisional process and absolute in its term” 

(Schubert, 1961, p.244), they reject the majority rule. They support the “right” 

interest of public and therefore, the role of public official is to promote and serve 

right interest of the public. In this respect, converting from public will and interest of 

majority to public policies and actions is duty of authority of public interest. 
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 Hegel and Marx are the most famous advocates of these approaches. 

According to Hegel, if public interest is taken in contractual sense, it is to be replaced 

by public interest in the sense of the interest of the state, which is universal interest 

and at the same time the true interest of the public and of all individuals (Ülkenli, 

1991). 

 According to Cassinelli (quoted in Campbell and Marshall, 2002) the public 

interest “it is taken to comprise the ultimate ethical goal of political relationship, 

and institutions and practices are to be judged desirable or undesirable to the extent 

that they contribute to or detract from the realization of the public interest”. In other 

words, public interest is defined as the interest of all citizens and the role of 

government is to adjust individual interest by using public interest as a guidepost.  

To summarize the normative public interests briefly; 

� The normative public approach deals with entirely what should be, not what 

happens in the current situation.  

� Its aim is seeking out the “ideal”

� Public interest refers to the benefit of the all citizens  

� What is good for society may not be good for individuals 

� The public interest from a normative approach indicates the ideal and highest 

ethical standards 

� There exists a public interest concept is used to define while all the individual 

interests are “true” for the public or not. 

60F0G� �/**��&�!"� -���-�!�$���!"��/2'$#��% ���� �

In general sense, those theories above, which evaluate the concept of public 

interest in terms of individual and community interest can be summarized as bellow 

(Keleş, 1993:95-97): 

1- ) INDIVIDUALISTIC THEORIES: Advocates of these approaches are named as 

utilitarian and aggregationist. According to this approach, the public interest is a 

concept that is dominating of individual interests or collecting of individual 

interests.  
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 According to this view defended by Hobbes, Hume, Bentham, and welfare 

economists, it is possible to transform individual preferences into a collective 

preference, but it has many logical difficulties. For instance, it is not always easy 

to tell that (X) has more public interest from (Y).  

 Hobbes uses public interest as opposed to an individual interest. According to 

him, logic requires that individual interests come first. According to David Hume, 

whether an action, regulation or policy is in accordance with public interest or not, 

it is necessary to examine that the public interest has effect on most of people or 

not. According to Jeremy Bentham, the community is nothing more than a sum of 

individuals. Therefore, the interest of the community is the sum of the benefits of 

its members. 

2- ) COMMON INTEREST THEORIES: The theorists who represent in this group 

claim that public interest is a sum of common benefits that concern whole society. 

According to this approach, defense, protection of money value and minimum 

standards of health and welfare are items of public interest and they are provided 

by governments. Advocates of this view have no arithmetic concerns, such as the 

collection of individual benefits.  

 Because, according to their approach, public interest is a notion based on 

benefits that are not contradictory or shared unanimously. It depends on common 

values which are accepted by all members of society. J.J. Rousseau and Pareto are 

the most famous advocates of this group. 

3- ) NORMATIVE THEORIES:  Advocates of this theory acknowledge the public 

interest as a political choice that is based on normative and value judgments. 

Hegel and Marx are the most famous advocates of these approaches. Casinelli 

(quoted in Campbell and Marshall, 2002) stated that public interest is the highest 

ethics which applicable to political events. As a result, it can be said that public 

interest is a system of value judgments.  
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 When we examine the theories about public interest, it is seen that different 

theories provide different definitions for public interest. In addition, the similarities 

among these theories attract the attention as well. 

60G� ��������
���������	
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 Current Turkish Constitution was adopted after the period of 1980 military 

coup. Like previous Turkish Constitutions, the 1982 Constitution defines social, 

economic and political rights of citizens and regulates them.  

 As the 1982 Constitution regulates the rights of citizens, thus public interest 

is mentioned in the constitutions articles in turn. These articles can be summarized as 

follows:

� Under the title of “Freedom of Residence and Movement” Article 23: 

“Everyone has the right to freedom of residence and movement. Freedom of 

residence may be restricted by law for the purpose of preventing crimes, 

promoting social and economic development, achieving sound and orderly 

urbanization, and protecting public property. Freedom of movement may be 

restricted by law for the purpose of investigation and prosecution of an 

offence, and prevention of crimes. 

� Under the title of “Property Rights” Article 35: Everyone has the right to 

own and inherit property. These rights may be limited by law only in view of 

public interest. The exercise of the right to property shall not contravene 

public interest.

� Under the title of “Utilization of the Coasts” Article 43: The coasts are under 

the authority and disposal of the State. In the utilization of sea coasts, lake 

shores or river banks, and of the coastal strip along the sea and lakes, public 

interest shall be taken into consideration with priority. The width of coasts 
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and coastal strips according to the purpose of utilization and the conditions of 

utilization by individuals shall be determined by law. 

� Under the title of “Expropriation” Article 46: The State and public 

corporations shall be entitled, where the public interest requires, to 

expropriate privately owned real estate wholly or in part and impose 

administrative servitude on it, in accordance with the principles and 

procedures prescribed by law, provided that the actual compensation is paid 

in advance. 

� Under the title of “Nationalization and Privatization” Article 47: Private 

enterprises performing services of public nature may be nationalized in 

exigencies of public interest.

� Under the title of “ Local Administration” Article 127: The central 

administration has the power of administrative tutelage over the local 

administrations in the framework of principles and procedures set forth by 

law with the objective of ensuring the functioning of local services in 

conformity with the principle of the integrity of the administration, securing 

uniform public service, safeguarding the public interest and meeting local 

needs properly 

� Under the title of “Planning, Economic and Social Council” Article 166: 

Planning the economic, social and cultural development, in particular the 

rapid, balanced and harmonious development of industry and agriculture 

throughout the country and the efficient use of national resources by taking 

inventory of and evaluating them, and the establishment of the necessary 

organization for this purpose are the duties of the State. Measures to increase 

national savings and production, to ensure stability in prices and balance in 

external payments, to promote investment and employment shall be included 

in the plan; in investments, public interests and necessities shall be taken into 

account and the efficient use of resources shall be proposed. Development 

activities shall be realized according to this plan. 
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� Under the title of “Forests and the Inhabitants of Forest Villages” Article 

169: The State shall enact the necessary legislation and take the measures 

required for the protection and extension of forests. Burnt forest areas shall be 

reforested; other agricultural and stockbreeding activities shall not be allowed 

in such areas. All forests shall be under the care and supervision of the State. 

The ownership of state forests shall not be transferred. State forests shall be 

managed and exploited by the State in accordance with the law. Ownership of 

these forests shall not be acquired by prescription, nor shall servitude other 

than that in the public interest be imposed in respect of such forests 

(Retrieved from: http://global.tbmm.gov.tr, 10.10.2016). 

To sum up, it can be said that the 1982 Turkish Constitution has mentioned 

the concept of public interest and it highlights the importance of public interest with 

stating that restriction may be occurred on individual rights and liberties on behalf of 

public interest.  

 There are 6 main categories identified in the meaning of public interest 

concept, according to the Turkish Supreme Court’s decisions (Akıllıoğlu, 1989, p.18-

20):

1. It is a general and extensive concept 

2. Public interest is in harmony with social interest 

F0� �/2'$#����.$#��$��)/2'$#�$% ���� �

4. Public interest is the cause of limitation 

5. Public interest is social interest, superior, changeable 

6. Public law is a functional concept in every field of administrative law 

60G06� �/2'$#��% ���� ��!%#�) �$%���% ��'��%,��!#�'��!.��%*�% ��

� As it is said before, public interest has many definitions and view of aspects. 

However, it is possible to say that in general terms, public interest is seen as a 

common well-being and benefit of society. Therefore, public interest is central to 

public policies. In this regard, public actions and services are shaped in accordance 

with public interest.  At that point, it can be better to mention about the institutions 

which promote public services to citizens. The broadest definition; 
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“Institutions are structures or mechanisms of social order, they govern 

the behavior of a set of individuals within a given community. Institutions are 

identified with a social purpose, transcending individuals and intentions by 

mediating the rules that govern living behavior. As structures and 

mechanisms of social order, institutions are a principal object of study in 

social sciences such as political science, anthropology, economics, and 

sociology (the latter described by Émile Durkheim as the "science of 

institutions, their genesis and their functioning") Institutions are also a 

central concern for law, the formal mechanism for political rule-making and 

enforcement. (Retrieved from: https://en.wikipedia.org, 10.12.2016)., 

The role of institutions for promoting public interest has changed greatly from 

1930s to 2000s in all over the world. During the welfare state period, institutions’ 

roles for promotion public interest were highly significant. However, following 

1980s, their significance has decreased because of the beginning of globalization that 

effects of deregulation of the nation state and privatization of public activities and 

services. 

However, it cannot be said that, Turkey has been immediately and deeply

affected by globalization when comparing to developed countries. As it is mentioned 

above, globalization requires the deregulation of the nation state and privatization of 

some state-owned activities. Until the last few years, deregulation is quite slow and 

deregulation of central authority and supporting of local governments are highly 

problematic. There are many tasks which are still state-controlled and responsibilities 

of governmental institutions in Turkey. Providing public interest is one of the 

primary aims of Turkish state still, consequently, public interest is the “raison 

d’etre” of government operations, political movements and organizations. In this 

respect, only authorities have the power to prevent people from doing what they want 

to do, when it harms the public, and provide benefits for the public. Therefore, 

institutions are clearly significant agents for public interest promotion in Turkey.

Although many tasks in Turkey are still state-controlled, this structure has 

started to change especially in the last few years. Due to the neo-liberal politics and 

activities, particularly privatization of governmental institutions has increased 

significantly. Unfortunately, it can be stated that, public interest has become the 
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interest of some specific groups, not whole society and therefore it is determined 

regarding those classes’. This argument is addressed in the following chapters.
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 In this Chapter, planners’ role of serving public interest and its context in 

planning will be discussed. In addition, it is going to be searched for the answer of 

“how the planners promote public interest via land readjustment method in respect of 

planning in Turkey?” It is also will be examined the legal basis of the land 

readjustment methods in our country.  
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 Modern planning appeared in the late 19th century although cities have been 

dated long time ago. Land-use mechanism have been shaped after the Second World 

War and it brought the comprehensive planning system coming from the protection 

of public interest (Alfasi, 2009).  

The planners’ role of the idea for public interest has been believed for years. 

Generally, it is accepted that the main purpose of planning is to serve and promote 

public interest (Howe, 1983). One of the most important questions is “how planners 

use the concept of public interest?”

 The high rate of urban growth brings many problems. One of the biggest of 

them is providing land for general purposes by public authorities such as

municipalities. In other words, meeting public needs have the meaning for public 

interest. With the period of rapid urbanization, it has taken into account not only 

individual rights but also the needs of the society (Ülkenli, 1991). 

  

 Public interest is the forgotten dimension of land use planning in a modern 

world (Lloyd, 2006).  Planners serve not just one interest group or a few, but they try 

to give recommendations for community development which serve the best interest 

of everybody, including future population (Howe, 1983). Public policy and public 
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interest are the main relevant topics with each other. There are some opinions about 

serving public interest by planners (Howe, 1983): 

- Protecting health and safety of the public is duty of planners, public interest 

as a balance between protecting the environment and allowing for 

development 

- Planners have to concern with equity and social justice, and redistribution of 

public services for citizens 

- Good transportation planning and especially personal mobility is one of the 

major shaping forces of land-use and public space with economic activity 

- Providing of good urban design and healthy environment for people to live in. 

 Planners concern with long-run impacts of any policy proposal (Howe, 1983). 

In the view of ideas above, the question of “How planners manage and take all 

different points of views, and what is the right thing for the city in the future?” is the 

main assignment of planners to reach. 

 For most planners, determining of public interest is a balancing act between 

their own views of what is best for the public, and the views of the public itself and 

its representatives (Howe, 1983).  The role is clearly about reconciling competing 

economic, social and environment priorities (Lloyd, 2006). Planners see the public 

interest as served by designs that include mixed use, compact form, reduced 

concentrations of poverty, transit orientation, and pedestrian-friendly and connected 

streets (Grant, 2005). Within this context, planners use the following items to serve 

public interest; 

o balance between public and private,  

o collective idea of the public interest, 

o mostly see the public interest as a normative concept which deals with “what 

ought to be done”, 

o need for low income housing downtown revitalization, accessible 

transportation nodes, and adequate site planning, 

o regulating land-use from a city-wide perspective, 
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o environmental design, 

 As a result, planning is an instrument for serving and providing of public 

interest in welfare states and it is the requirement of being a welfare state. Creating 

the places where citizens can live in welfare and producing policies, contributing to 

the development of the country are the most significant aims of planning. For this 

reason, the next heading is about the land readjustment which is an important tool of 

planning to service above-mentioned aims.  
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 The common belief that urban development plan has public interest 

intrinsically. Planning studies have to ensure that the common interests as well as 

individual interests of its members are taken into consideration in planning process 

(Ülkenli, 1991). 

 The ownership mechanism gives certain rights to the owner on property, but 

how to use these rights affects not only the owners but also whole society. Here the 

ownership of property and its use limit the other citizen’s freedom to use their own 

property or ownership (Ülkenli, 1991). After the limitation of the right to usage of 

property has gained importance, the concepts of public use and public interest began 

to develop. 

 There have been problems involved in converting unsuitable settlement 

structure into urban land because of demographic changes. In other words, creating 

urban lands which are suitable for construction and infrastructure systems are 

provided via land readjustment methods. Land readjustment is an important tool for 

urban development while creating new land and reorganizing urban areas.  

Land readjustment is a technique that is used for both development of new 

areas (non-urban areas) and the rearranged areas in urban region (Larssson, 1997). 

However, it is used more often for new development areas especially in periphery of 

city. �-$��  �#-%$4/�� $�� /��,� "!�� )�!.$,$%(� )/2'$#� $% ���� � 2&� 3�&� !"� #��� $%(�

�)�#���$%��##!�,�%#��3$ -�)/2'$#�%��,�0  
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 It is known that the first applications of land regulation in the international 

sense were implemented in agricultural lands to unite the small agricultural lands for 

making them suitable for agricultural productivity (Şentürk, 2003).  

 There are several methods for land readjustment used by different countries. 

It is going to be given brief information about these methods below: 

F0608� ���*�%&��

 In Germany, land readjustment process is called Umlegung. It is a kind of 

rural land consolidation method to convert them into an urban land. An example of 

this method is shown in Figure 1. 

The whole process is carried on by local authorities, beginning from the 

initiative ending to planning and its implementation. All landowners in this area have 

to be included in the process and they have no option to leave. The process can be 

summarized as below: (Larsson, 1997)  

� The extent of area is determined, 

� Records and maps covering owners, parcels and buildings are stated, 

� Total readjustment areas is calculated, 

� Common share for streets, roads, green areas and other public service areas 

is reduced from total area, 

� In the reduced area every owner gets a share in the proportion to his included 

land,

� According to every owners’ share, new parceling is worked out and it is 

adapted to the approved building plan, 

� The new parcel plan is approved and displayed for a specific time, 

� After deadline of public display period, legal process is finished,  
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 This method is the most commonly used method for plan implementation in 

Germany. In many aspects, this method is similar to development plan 

implementation applied in our country. Likewise in Germany, in Turkey 

development plan implementation is made in accordance with the Article 18 of 

Recontruction Law No 3194. In this law, it is stated that it can be reduced from the 

lands in regulation area for only promoting public service such as school areas, 
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roads, streets, squares, parks. This reduction is named as “development readjustment 

share” (DOP - Düzenleme Ortaklık Payı) and this ratio is laid down by the laws.  

F0606� ���%#���

 In France, unlike Germany, landowners have responsibility of land 

readjustment process. Implementation and sharing of economic gains are in their 

control. The initiative may be started by municipality or private interest holders. The 

process of land readjustment method in France takes longer time than in Germany. 

The process can be summarized as below: (Larsson, 1997) 

� Firstly, pre-project plan is prepared by authorities and landowners according 

to basic necessities. In general, private surveyor works out the plans.  

� It contains boundary of area, effected parcels and their owners’ record. 

� According to boundary of area, total cost is estimated and benefits are 

explained  

� The prefectural (it can be defined as a governorship for small regions) 

authorities arrange and display the plan. They receive the objections against 

the project. 

� These objections are discussed in a general meeting with landowners. 

� If 2/3 of the owners agree about the project, the prefectural authority can 

approve the project and it is adapted to land use plans by municipality. 

� The project is implemented and is recovered its costs from owners.  

� Reluctant owners have right to give up their property, and the price is 

determined by agreement according to rules of expropriation.   

� The readjustment plan shows proposed blocks, sites, streets and other public 

areas.  

� The land needed for public areas has been subtracted, and then remaining 

area is distributed to the owners. 

� To some degree, land can be exchanged for cash. Some owners prefer to 

diminute their lands to cover at least parts of their costs.  

� Then, The municipality approves the plan and displays it 20 days for 

objection again. 
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� After deadline of public display period, the prefectural authority approves the 

plan and legal process is finished. 

 This method is less used than German Umlegung method. Because, it takes 

more time. Moreover, it is more risk taking for land owners to recover the cost. On 

the other hand, in this method, landowners can follow the process easily and their 

own policies can have change to part in plan. An example of this method is shown in 

Figure 2. 
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 In Japan urban development history, there are 2 main breaking points. The 

first one is the big earthquake of 1923 which had a magnitude of 7.9; the second one 

is the massive destruction of the cities during the Second World War. After both of 

these disasters, Japan cities have undergone extensive reconstruction period. 

Establishing new city structures and integrated programs have been applied. Land 

readjustment is a part of these reconstruction periods. In Japan, they called land 

readjustment method as Kukaku Seiri (Larsson, 1997).  It is the main model of 

urbanization for around 50% of all new development areas.  

 In this model, there is a cooperation among landowners, tenants, private 

sectors and local authorities. Therefore, it can be categorized as a comprehensive 

planning. It is used for both developing new towns areas and renewing old cities. The 

process can be summarized as below: (Larsson, 1997) 

� Local authorities, public institutions, private sectors, landowners and tenants 

are the participant of land readjustment period and one of them can take the 

initiative for readjustment project. 

� If the project is prepared by private sector, it must be supported by at least 2/3 

of owners and leaseholders. 

� In pre-plan, the benefits, goals, estimated costs, results should be clarified 

clearly.  

� After the pre-planning is prepared, the plan is displayed for 2 weeks to get 

opinions and objections.  

� After possible correction, the authorities can approve the pre-plan. 

� Then, according to approved pre-plan, owners are defined; maps and records 

are prepared in planning zone.  

� For the roads, public uses and green areas, the deduction is calculated and 

reduced from total land.  

� After the deduction, the lands are given back to the owners, if possible a 

similar location and similar conditions.  

� The cost is shared between public and private sector according to agreement.  

� The final plan is displayed for 2 weeks again, and then it is approved. 
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�  If the readjustment is prepared by private initiative, the final plan must be 

supported by a 2/3 majority. On the other hand, if it is prepared by public 

authority, it does not necessary to vote  

 This method has similarities with readjustment methods applied in our 

country. There is a kind of deduction from the lands in regulation area for promoting 

public service such as school areas, roads, streets, squares, parks, etc. However, the 

main difference in Japan compared to the method applied in our country is that the 

readjustment period is more participatory.  Local authorities, public institutions, 

private sectors, landowners and tenants are participants of the process and each of 

them has significant impacts on planning. Moreover, this method can be called as a 

public-private partnership. By the way, in our country, municipalities prepare the 

readjustment plans in general and there is no consultation to landowners in the 

planning process. 

 An example of this method is shown in Figure 3. 
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 In Western Australia, an urbanization method is called Pooling and it has 

been used since 1950s. The pooling process can be summarized as below (Larsson, 

1997): 

� In the process of preparing of the pooling scheme, there are consultations 

between landowners and the various government institutions.  

� After dialoguing period, the draft pooling scheme is prepared. 

� In the scheme, there must be land holding maps, owners’ record, project 

budget, valuations, before-and-after land use information.  

� When it is prepared, it is displayed for landowners and formal objection, if 

any. 

� After possible correction, the scheme is approved. 

� The scheme text is published and it becomes a legal document to authorize 

� The regulation is applied according to approved scheme and each landowner 

receives share of costs and returns of the project.  

 This method can be seen as a form of partnership agreement between 

landowners and local government. In general, there is no private participation in the 

process of land readjustment. At this point, it is similar to the land readjustment 

method applied in our country. It can be said that likewise in Western Australia, 

municipalities and local government dominate the land readjustment plans and 

projects in our country. The process of our country will be explained in detailed in 

following chapters. 

 An example of this method which is in the capital Perth in the state of 

Western Australia is shown in Figure 4.  
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 When the land readjustment methods in those four countries are examined, it 

can be seen that all of them have land reduction for providing public service such as 

school areas, roads, streets, squares, parks, etc. likewise in our country. However, the 

main difference from the land readjustment methods in our country is realizing of a 

more participatory process. In those countries above, municipalities are not only 

actor in land readjustment process. Non-governmental organizations, tenants, 

owners, other public institutions and private sectors are other actors of the process, 

and they have active roles on it. However, in our country, especially the owners learn 

the land readjustment projects luckily, or they learn after projects are finished. This 

situation causes citizens to be suffered and it reduces confidence in land readjustment 

processes.    

�
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 The land readjustment history and its examples from the world were given in 

previous heading. Therefore, in this section, land readjustment methods in our 

country are going to be explained.  

 Land readjustment is a technique that is used for both development of new 

areas (non-urban areas) and the rearranged areas in urban region (Larssson, 1997). 

However, it is more used for new development areas especially in periphery of city.  

 It is known that the first applications of land regulation in the international 

sense were implemented in agricultural land to unite the small agricultural lands for 

making them suitable for agricultural productivity (Şentürk, 2003).  

 In national sense, land readjustment was progressed during the 19th century 

with the development of sense of institutionalization in city planning concept. 

However, it is seen obviously that land readjustment has a long history in Turkey, it 

has not been used effectively. Basically, there are three methods for land acquition in 

Turkey: “Expropriation method”, “voluntary method” and “land readjustment 

method” (Türk, 2003).  

1-) Expropriation Method: If the government urgently needs the land for public use 

such as operating of highway projects, railway projects, etc. this method is applied. 

However, this method must be depending on public interest legally. The other 

situation used for expropriation is that if the development readjustment share ratio 

(contribution percentage) in the development plan implementation project is greater 

than 40%, the difference should be expropriated by municipality. According to 

Reconstruction Law, development readjustment share ratio can be 40% at most. 

2-) Voluntary Method: This model is applied to cadastral parcel turn into building 

plot. The existing cadastral parcel’s border is redetermined according to local 

physical plan. If an existing cadastral parcel is large enough, it can be divided into 

building plots. The land which will be used for public spaces such as parks, roads, 

streets, etc. is reduced from cadastral parcels in division process (Türk, 2003). 

Nevertheless, this method can be applied according to landowner’s demand and it 

only works when landowner needs a building permit.  
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3-) Land Readjustment Method: This method is generally applied in new developing 

areas. The urban land readjustment procedures can be divided into three categories 

(Türk, 2003): 

1. Readjustment  for Plan Implementation 

2. Joint Land Readjustment  

3. Land Pooling 

 The readjustment for plan implementation is based on a detailed local plan. In 

the joint land readjustment procedure, the local plan is prepared in relation to the 

land readjustment process. In the land pooling procedure, landowners organize and 

implement the land readjustment project (Türk, 2003).  

According to Viitanen (cited in Türk, 2003),  Land readjustment methods can 

be claasified the German procedure as readjustment for plan implementation, the 

Sweedish procedure as joint land readjustment, the French procedure as land pooling. 

 In Turkey, the readjustment for plan implementation is used for as a land 

readjustment method. It is explained in 18th Article of Reconstruction Law and its 

accompanying regulations. Land readjustment is applied according to stated 

principles. In general, municipalities are responsible of this method and they do not 

receive landowners’ approval. In other words, it is a compulsory process. 

 In next section, this method is going to be explained in detailed in the context 

of “development readjustment share” (DOP). 

 The land readjustment method can also be called as “Development Plan 

Implementation” or “Implementation of 18th Article” in Turkey.  

�
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According to Larsson (1997, p.142), the main aim of land readjustment is creating 

and providing more efficient land-use. Irregular and small lands turn into urban plots 

for construction. Roads and main infrastructure systems are built by land 

readjustment. Moreover, public needs such as streets, parks, other green areas are 

provided. The attractiveness of this method for landowners is based on the fact that 

there is increasing value of land which is concluded in regulation (Türk, 2002). 

 Turkish urban land readjustment procedure has similarities with German 

procedure. This situation is not coincidence because the main laws in Turkish 

planning system were inspired by Germany planning laws (Türk, 2002). 

Türk (2002, p.6) has explained the history of land adjustment procedure in 

Turkey. She is stated that: 

“The land readjustment procedure began to be applied in 1864 with Building 

and Roads Ordinance. However, the land readjustment procedure was only 

applied for areas that being on fire. The same approach also continued in 

1882 with Building Law. The context of the land readjustment procedure was 

widened in Act no: 1351 that it was prepared for determining of the duty of 

Ankara Planning Authority. This law gave power to Ankara Planning 

Authority to apply the land readjustment. In this law the contribution 

percentages of each land parcel to the land readjustment was determined as 

15%. The Building and Roads Law was passed in 1933. In this law, rules 

related to land readjustment was the same with in Act no: 1351. Then Act no: 

6785 came into force in 1956. According to this law, each landowner must 

contribute %25 of their land to provide roads, parks, car parks, squares etc. 

Land readjustment was explained in the title no: 18 in Act no: 3194 that is 

still in force. According to this title, landowners who have any parcel in land 

readjustment area have to give up 35% the total area of their land for 
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purpose (This ratio was increased to 40% at most with some regulations in 

law). This percentage can change according to the size of area required 

including roads, parks, car parks and playground for children within project 

area (2002).”

 In Turkey, like it is noted above, the land readjustment method can also be 

called as “Development Plan Implementation” or “Implementation of 18th Article”. 

Therefore, in this study it is going to be used Development Plan Implementation 

instead of land readjustment. An example of development plan implementation is 

shown in Figure 5. In this fig., it is definitely seen that before the land readjustment 

the cadastral parcels are irregular. According to local physical plan, cadastral parcels 

are re-organized and the area has composed of well-ordered area after land 

readjustment application.  
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 The development plan implementation process begins with the decision of 

Council of Municipality. In other words, the municipality is responsible for 

implementation of development plan implementation project. The procedure of 

development plan implementation is executed as following items: 
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� The Council of Municipality determines the area for development plan 

implementation. 

� Then, the municipality can carry out a project with its technical personals or 

it can give the power to private surveying office to execute of the 

development plan implementation 

� After that, the cadastral maps, local plans and topographical maps are 

supplied. If it is necessary these cadastral and topographical maps are 

updated.  

� The records of landowners who are included in the land readjustment area 

and public needs for that area are determined. 

� According to implementary development plan and other local physical plans, 

land readjustment project is prepared. 

� In the project, the reallocation of parcels is constituted, and the ratio of public 

space and other items are calculated.  

� According to needs for public space, there are reductions from lands which 

are contained within the development plan implementation project 

� After reductions, parcels are reallocated and project is finished. 

� Development plan implementation project is displayed for a month to get 

objections. 

� After the possible corrections, the project is approved by municipality.  

� In Turkish system, the cost of project is fully covered by municipality. 

 This model of development plan implementation is shown in Figure 6 below. 
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 The main subject of the development plan implementation is “development 

readjustment share” which can shorten as DOP (Düzenleme Ortaklık Payı) and it is 

going to be used as a DOP in this study from now onward.  

 DOP is defined in the 18th Article of the Reconstruction Law. According to 

Reconstruction Law No: 3194 and 18th Article, it is stated that the DOP application 

can be made for which public services (primary and secondary institutions affiliated 

to the Ministry of National Education, public services such as roads, squares, parks, 

parking lots, children's horticulture, green areas, places of worship and police 

stations and facilities related to these services). These public areas are provided with 

the contribution percentage of within project area. According to this article, 

landowners who have parcels in development plan implementation project area (land 
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readjustment project) have to give up at most 40% of their land for mentioned 

purposes.1

 DOP applications which are the main subject of this thesis are going to be 

explained in the next chapter so it was given briefly information about it here.  

F0G06� ��!2'�*��$%���!#�,/���!"��.�'!)*�% ��'�%��*)'�*�% � $!%�$%��/���&�

 Although there are several advantages of development plan implementation. 

In Turkey it is one of the most controversial issue for development of new areas and 

the reorganized areas. There are some problems so the procedure system is affected 

badly. These problems can be summarized as (Türk, 2002): 

� The boundaries of development plan implementation project are not 

determined according to existing implementary development plans and other 

local physical plans. This situation brings inconsistency with upper scale 

development plans. 

                                                           
1 F8JG���&M'M�>*�����%/%/
���*$���D� ����&M*'�%*����$- : 9/5/1985 ��&M : 18749 

Arazi ve arsa düzenlemesi: 
��,,��8L�N İmar hududu içinde bulunan binalı veya binasız arsa ve arazileri malikleri veya diğer hak 
sahiplerinin muvafakati aranmaksızın, birbirleri ile yol fazlaları ile, kamu kurumlarına veya 
belediyelere ait bulunan yerlerle birleştirmeye, bunları yeniden imar planına uygun ada veya 
parsellere ayırmaya, müstakil, hisseli veya kat mülkiyeti esaslarına göre hak sahiplerine dağıtmaya ve 
re ‘sen tescil işlemlerini yaptırmaya belediyeler yetkilidir. Sözü edilen yerler belediye ve mücavir alan 
dışında ise yukarıda belirtilen yetkiler valilikçe kullanılır.

Belediyeler veya valiliklerce düzenlemeye tabi tutulan arazi ve arsaların dağıtımı sırasında bunların 
yüzölçümlerinden yeteri kadar saha, ,AD�%'�*�� ,!'�&M�M&'�� *�&,�%�� (�'�%� ,�O��� �� MP'��M�
���PM'MOM%,�� Q,AD�%'�*�� !� ��'M�� )�&MQ� !'����� ,APA'�2$'$�. Ancak, bu maddeye göre alınacak 
düzenleme ortaklık payları, düzenlemeye tabi tutulan arazi ve arsaların düzenlemeden önceki 
yüzölçümlerinin yüzde kırkını geçemez. 

I�O$P$��ARA%#A�"M�����FS86S677FT:77;S8�*,0K Düzenleme ortaklık payları, düzenlemeye tâbi tutulan 
yerlerin ihtiyacı olan Milli Eğitim Bakanlığına bağlı ilk ve ortaöğretim kurumları, yol, meydan, park, 
otopark, çocuk bahçesi, yeşil saha, ibadet yeri ve karakol gibi umumî hizmetlerden ve bu hizmetlerle 
ilgili tesislerden başka maksatlarla kullanılamaz. Düzenleme ortaklık paylarının toplamı, yukarıdaki 
fıkrada sözü geçen umumi hizmetler için, yeniden ayrılması gereken yerlerin alanları toplamından az 
olduğu takdirde, eksik kalan miktar belediye veya valilikçe kamulaştırma yolu ile tamamlanır.
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� There is instability among development plan implementations. For instance, 

some of them have 15% DOP ratio; on the other hand, some of them have 

40% DOP ratio.  

� In Turkey, most of regions have no implementary development plan 

(uygulama imar planı) still. This failing causes that the development plan 

implementations could not be applied.  

� Because of this reason, landowners prefer to use voluntary method to 

construct in their parcels. However, voluntary method results more losing of 

revenue than Implementation of 18th Article to landowners. 

� In generally, feasibility studies are not made accurately unfortunately.  This 

causes the failure in projects. 

� There is not public participation to development plan implementation. 

Especially, landowners are not informed until project is finished.  

� Budged of municipalities are not sufficient to cover development plan 

implementation projects. Under some circumstances, in case of converting of 

contribution percentage (if it is over 40%) to money, because of insufficient 

budget it cannot be realized.  

� Sometimes, public interest cannot be provided after project. Because public 

facilities are not taken into consideration in the projects.  

� Sometimes, municipalities use the development plan implementation 

unlawfully to gain land instead of providing public needs. It can be seen as a 

kind of confiscating without expropriation.  

� Politics can affect negatively to the development plan implementations in 

Turkey. Some projects can be delayed or cancelled because of political 

reasons. For instance, municipalities do not want to get reaction from citizens 

who live in project region, because of voting concern, especially during local 

election period.  

� Inadequacy of technical staff in municipalities is important problems in 

development plan implementations. 

� Sometimes qualification problems occur in technical staff to execute the 

development plan implementation projects.  
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 As a result, in Turkey, implementation of 18th Article procedure is 

complicated and lack of participation. Because there are several problems related to 

development plan implementation process. These problems can be solved via 

changes in laws and regulations.  Most particularly municipalities’ duties should be 

improved and misconduct should be prevented.  
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Internationally land and area adjustments are very often encountered but DOP 

application is less encountered. In 16th century England, due to consolidation of 

small lands that are not suitable for agricultural production, land and area 

adjustments were made, in 18th century it was generalized. 

In Baden State, Germany in 06.07.1896 an adjustment was made. This 

adjustment contained land reduction to provide for the need of avenue and street. It

was accepted that one third of the lands were given municipality. In 1902 Frankfurt, 

DOP adjustment was made across the state, after inadequacy of initial 30% free 

abandonment, the increase on the percentages was accepted as if adjustment were 

made obligatory from administration to 35% or adjustment were made with the 

request from land owner to 40%. In 1918 with the Prussia Establishment Law, this 

land adjustment for the Frankfurt was extended all municipalities and free 

abandonment percentage was increased as much as 50% (Yılmaz, 2014, p.45) 

In Europe, in the first half of 20th century, DOP laws were prepared and 

applied through different methods, with the second half of century and especially 

after II. World war, DOP was became the very often used tool. 

In our country, the first written document about DOP adjustment is found at 

Ottoman Empire period, in 1848 “Ebniye Nizamnamesi” in different type. In this 

regulation it was decided that the needed lands for the future extension of the roads 

will provided evenly from the lands near the both sides of the road with free of 

charge. “… the small difference between existing road wideness and the projected 
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road wideness in regulation and sharing this difference evenly to the both side of the 

road is quite decreasing the amount of lands that are expropriated.” After increasing 

the road wideness, the amount of freely expropriated land is limited as maximum one 

fourth. 

In 1864 Turuk and Ebniye Nizamnamesi” (regulation) there were regulations 

about the abandonment of the needed land for the extension of the streets (Yılmaz, 

2014, p.46).

With the 1882 Ebniye Law (Constructions Law) which is specified as first 

Recontruction Law, for the lands sized as quarter it was stipulated that reserving an 

area for the police station and school construction and paying to local government for 

per unit length of facade for the canal and sidewalk construction in the boundary of 

this area thus development planners of the subjected area make sewage and sharing 

the cost of new roads sidewalks. Moreover municipalities are assigned to making 

map of the newly open streets, roads and their connections, fireplaces and 

announcements of them to public and also for the future extensions of the roads, 

evenly and freely expropriation of the needed lands from both sides of non-

constructed area of the road. If one facade of the building should have been cut for 

the extension of the road, municipality must make the remaining building’s facade as 

initial condition (Yılmaz, 2014, p.47).

With the additions in 1930 via Law no: 1663 to Law no: 1351 which was 

legalized in 1928 and about Ankara City Development Directory Organizations and 

Mission, it is decided that in the parceling out and integration operations of the lands 

in the boundary of development, adjusted lands are distributed with the 15% 

discount. With law no: 2290 Municipal Structure and Roads Law which was entered 

into force in 1933, authorization of distributing with reconditioning of the lands was 

given all municipalities (Yılmaz, 2014).

With the Reconstruction Law no: 6785 which was entered into force in 1957, 

authorization of the parceling and distributing real estates with the 25% discount is 

given to municipalities in their development and transportation plans (Yılmaz, 2014).
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In 1963 Constitutional Court interpreted DOP provision in Recontruction 

Law no: 6785 and Article: 42 as uncompensated expropriation and cancelled out 

because the adjustment is touching the heart of right of property (Yılmaz, 2014).

In 1972, the Reconstruction Law’s Article: 42 which had been cancelled by 

the Constitutional Court, rearranged with the law no: 1605 and mentioned discount 

was described as DOP and authorization of the maximum 25% deduction of the land 

as a DOP in exchange for land’s value increase due to land adjustment. At 

23.03.1973, a regulation was made and promulgated in Official Gazette no: 14485 

about applications and principles of this provision. In this regulation, it was 

forbidden to use lands, which came from DOP application, except from public 

services as needed road, square, park, public parking lot, children’s park, green area 

and related institutions in adjusted lands (Yılmaz, 2014).

At 22.05.1986 with the Law no: 3290 which changed item 18/c in 1984 

“Structures That are Against The Regulations of Development and Shanty 

Legislation and Provisions will Applied to That Structures” Law no: 2981, a 

provision about DOP deduction can be made up to 35% while application of 

reclamation development plan in lands composed with structures against the 

regulations of development and squatter’s house legislation, was inserted (Yılmaz, 

2014).

Lastly, DOP was rearranged with the Reconstruction Law No. 3194 (Date: 

03.05.1985) and regulations in 1972 was transferred with small differences, DOP is 

determined as 35%. This percentage was increased to 40% with the Law no 5006 

(Date: 03.12.2003). This percentage is still in use. To examine the Reconstruction 

Law; 

� Article 18 of Reconstruction Law No. 3194 clearly stipulates the 

application of DOP. All land arrangements are mentioned in the 18th 

article under the heading of “Land and Area Arrangement". General 

decisions and provisions related to application of the DOP (such as 

which authorities are in charge of application and the ratio of DOP) 

are included in the 2nd sub-article.  
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� In the 3th sub-article, it is stated that the DOP application can be made 

for which public services (primary and secondary institutions 

affiliated to the Ministry of National Education, public services such 

as roads, squares, parks, parking lots, children's horticulture, green 

areas, places of worship and police stations and facilities related to 

these services) In other sub-articles, the methods and principles of 

DOP application are emphasized. 

� General regulatory procedures related to DOP have also been enacted. 

A Regulation has been made stating how Article 18 of the 

Construction and Zoning Law will be implemented and some 

principles related to DOP are indicated in this Regulation. “Regulation 

on the Principles Related to Land Regulation to be Made in 

Accordance with Article 18 of the Reconstruction Law” is a very 

important general regulatory process related to DOP and it is an 

arrangement frequently applied in DOP applications. 

� Confiscated of estates because of the application of Article 18 can not 

be used for any purpose other than construction of roads, squares, 

parking lots, parking lots and similar public services mentioned in 3th

sub-article of this Article. Except from these public services, others 

facilities and servises can not be met from DOP account. Otherwise, 

confiscating without expropriating will be occurred. 

In Turkish Constitution, there is no direct related provision about DOP. 

However, indirect provisions are exists. Items number 35, 23 and 13 in constitution 

can be discussed within this framework: 

� There is no regulation about DOP in the constitution item: 35, each 

person has right of property and this right can only be limited with the 

laws for the public interest. DOP can be defined as a limitation for the 

public interest.  
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� In constitution item: 23, the freedom of settlement and travel is 

regulated. According to this item, to provide healthy and well-ordered 

urbanization, the freedom of the settlement can be limited. 

� In constitution item: 13, there are general limitation regulations for the 

fundamental rights and liberties.  

F0G0F06� �-���!%#�) �!"��.�'!)*�% ����,E/� *�% ��-�����

Land readjustment in Turkey has been adopted urban plans depends on 18th

Article of Reconstruction Law No.3194. According to Türk (2003);

“The aim of this method is to achieve a development or reorganization of 

built and unbuilt areas, produce urban plots of suitable location, shape and 

size for building or for other utilizations within the framework of the detailed 

local plans and to supply land for primary and secondary public areas. This 

title authorizes implementation to be carried out by the municipality without 

the consent of owners with the delimitation of project area determined by 

municipalities depending on the detailed local plan. 

Thus, ratio of the land to be contributed to public use is determined in 

accordance with this law and its related regulations.  

This contribution ratio is described as the ratio for the entire land in the 

project as the total land to be contributed for primary (roads, parks, car 

parks and playgrounds) public use. 35% of them deducted from each parcel 

included in the land readjustment project. If the total contribution exceeds 

35% of the total land area, the difference is gained through municipal 

expropriation.  

Development Readjustment Share is defined in the 18th Article of 

Reconstruction Law as: 

In exchange for land’s value increase due to land adjustment, deduction in the 

area meter of the land to be subjected to adjustment is arranged as 35% of the area 

before adjustment in regulation. This percentage was arranged as 35% in the first 
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configuration of Land and Area Adjustment titled 18th item of the Reconstruction 

Law no 3194. However, this percentage in the Reconstruction Law no 3194 is 

increased to 40% with the Law no 5006 in 03.12.2003.  

Creating well-ordered and healthy urbanization to their citizens are the basic 

reasons of being government. In order to realize this task, administration uses 

different methods in planning and one of these methods is DOP. 

DOP deduction aims to create public service areas and infrastructures systems 

which are the need of well-ordered cities and applied Western countries over the 

years and has 150 years of past in our country. 

DOP is a way to acquire land and use it for the public welfare without 

expropriation for administration. In doctrine, DOP definition is made as legal 

confiscation without expropriation, which is a legal tool used for implementation of 

development plan and formation of urbanization which is appropriate with 

development plans.  

The most typical and most frequent example of confiscation is undoubtedly 

DOP , which is defined as a deduction from land without expropriation. 

In exchange for land’s value increase due to land adjustment, at most %40 

area deduction as reserved public service space to use for the needs of land be 

subjected to adjustment such as road, square, park, green area, public parking lot and 

legally unregistered areas, mosque and police station and related facilities and/or in 

unavoidable circumstances stated price with the contentment of the proprietor. 

In 1990, the year which Reconstruction Law no: 3194 was in force, it is 

definitely said that, if there is no increasing in land value there cannot be DOP 

deduction. In other words, 	�� ,�,/# $!%� $�� �))'$�,� $%� �1#-�%(�� !"�  -�� .�'/��

$%#������!"� -���� � ���,/�� !�'�%,��,E/� *�% 0 If total DOP deduction is less than 

the need of public service, the deficient amount is completed with the expropriation 

from municipality or related authority. 

When it is examined from the viewpoint of aim, it can be said that the aim of 

DOP application create well-ordered and healthy urbanization and housing 

appropriate with the Reconstruction Law, so aim of this application is directly 
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realizing public interest. DOP is participation of the estate proprietors to need of 

public establishments in the ratio of their power in other words with the ratio of their 

parcel sizes in the adjusted lands. DOP should be made appropriate with the 

principle of public interest. The other aim of the DOP is prevent administration that 

is responsible for providing required public service area from excessive 

expropriation which is common way to provide public service area. Thus it is said 

that one of the aim of DOP is to prevent from expropriation expense to raise a level 

that administration cannot afford. 

In the Regulation on the Principles Related to Land Regulation to be made in 

accordance with Article 18 of the Reconstruction Law, item: 11, public 

transportation stations and terminals are defined as public service area2. In addition, 

according to 12th Article of in the Regulation on the Principles Related to Land 

Regulation to be made in accordance with Article 18 of the Reconstruction Law,

school, hospital, kindergarten and municipal service areas are also defined as public 

service area. Moreover, public service areas were increased with the judicial 

decisions e.g. bazaar place, play ground, field for sports, public transportation roads.3

(Yılmaz, 2014, p.60) 

Nowadays, with the rapid urbanization and housing, it should be kept in mind 

that DOP application provides administrations especially municipalities to make 

development plan implementation and decreases cost of creation of public service 

areas. Otherwise it is caused municipalities face with the high expropriation costs. In 

this case, public services may have high costs or even may not be provided. 

                                                           
2 İmar Kanunun 11. Maddesinde ve İmar Kanunun 18. Maddesi Uyarınca Yapılacak Arazi ve Arsa 
Düzenlemesi ile İlgili Esaslar Hakkındaki Yönetmeliğin 11. Maddesinde toplu taşıma istasyonları ve 
terminaller de umumi hizmet alanları sayılmıştır.
 
3 İmar Kanununun 18. Maddesi Uyarınca Yapılacak Arazi ve Arsa Düzenlemesi İle İlgili Esaslar 
Hakkındaki Yönetmeliğin 12. maddesinde düzenleme sahasında bulunan okul, hastane, kreş, belediye 
hizmet veya diğer resmi tesis alanı gibi umumi tesislere ayrılan alanların parselleri düzenlemeye giren 
parsellerin alanları oranında pay verilmek suretiyle hisselendirileceği hükmüne yer verilmiştir. Bu 
bağlamda Danıştay kararları ile Pazar yeri, türbe, spor alanı gibi yerler, İmar Kanunu’nunda ve adı 
geçen Yönetmelikte belirtilmemiş olmasına rağmen “umumi hizmetler” ve “bu hizmetlerle ilgili tesis” 
kapsamında değerlendirilmekte ve bu hizmetler için DOP uygulaması yapılmasına karar 
verilmektedir. 
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DOP deduction application should be made parallel with the principles in 

Reconstruction Law and regulation of land adjustment and with judicial decisions 

and by taking consideration that social justice, fairness, equality, trust in 

administration and also balance between benefaction and inconveniency and 

adjustment amount of self-sacrifice should be arranged well. 

In general, when the DOP deduction is made with parallel with laws and its 

aim, it provides real benefits to municipalities, land owners and citizens. Areas that 

are irregular, unplanned, deprived of social facilities and public services before 

adjustment, become areas that are suitable for housing and have public service areas 

which modern cities required and also parcels that are adjusted have value increase. 

If there will be no value increase, DOP deduction should not be made, if there will be 

value increase then DOP deduction should be applied. Otherwise, it can cause unjust 

treatment to individuals. 

DOP deduction should be applied all parcels in the adjusted lands. In this 

regard, it does not matter whoever is owner of the area, whether real person, public 

purse, municipal or special provincial administration. However, DOP deduction 

cannot be applied if areas that are reserved for public service in the development plan 

are already in use as public service because in this case there won’t be any value 

increase. (Danıştay 6.D, date:19.02.2003 and E.2001/2999, K.2003/1045, KİB; 

Danıştay 6.D, 10.10.2003……)

F0G0F0F� ��$ $#���2!/ ��.�'!)*�% ����,E/� *�% ��-����I	�K��))'$#� $!%��$%�
 -���/�!)��%��!/� �!"��/*�%��$(- ���

 It has appealed Constitutional Court with the claim of development 

readjustment share application, which aims providing well-ordered, regular and 

healthy urbanization and implementation of development plans appropriate with its 

aim, is constitutional; Supreme Court determined that DOP is not unconstitutional.  

However, when we examine the "right of property" held in Protocol No. 1 of 

the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), which was also signed by 

Turkey; ,t can be said that the gate of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) 

is open for our citizens who are victims of DOP implementation (Oruç, 2015).
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Until now, Turkey has lost numerous lawsuits against the ECHR due to 

violations of its right to property. According to the ECHR Court's case-law, the 

interference with the right to property must be a "legitimate aim" appropriate for 

"public interest". There must be a reasonable proportionality relation between the 

methods used and the purpose of depriving someone of any property in any case. 

This is also the case with the concept of "fair balance" between the needs of the 

general interest of the society and the necessity of protection of the fundamental 

rights of the individual. The concern of establishing such a balance is indicted in the 

framework of Article 1 of the Additional Protocol (Oruç, 2015).

In other words, the Court expressly considers itself to be "in determining 

whether there is a fair balance between the requirements of the protection of the 

fundamental rights of the individual and the necessity of the general interest of the 

community". According to the ECHR, "the need to investigate the fair balance 

between fundamental rights of the individual and the common interest of the 

community is nature of their establishment (Oruç, 2015).

As a result, it is considered that revision on development plans which are 

prepared by municipalities have no public interest or some property right issues 

occured due to DOP application mistake can be subjected to number of cases (and 

potential violation decisions) on ECHR according to the Article 1 of Additional 

Protocol No:1 

�

�
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 As explained in detailed above chapters, development readjustment share is 

an instrument that must be used for public interest. Likewise in the whole world, the 

aim of using DOP method is ensuring healthy urbanization and satisfying the needs 

of the community and creating public service areas in Turkey. These aims are 

explained in detail by laws and regulations. With the correct usage of the DOP, the 

municipalities take the pressure off expropriation and they provide the necessary 

public service areas such as parks, green areas, streets, etc. easily.  In addition, 

landowners make profit because of significant increase in their lands value, even if 

their cadastral parcels are reduced due to DOP application. Moreover, since the 

parcels are converted to building plot, they have reached the right to all kinds of 

settlement in accordance with the laws and regulations on the parcels. Therefore, it 

can be said that there is a bilateral gain. 

 However, sometimes DOP is used against to its purpose because of illegal 

applications of municipalities and the lack of knowledge of the landowners. 

Although it is the least known examples of this situation, making DOP deduction 

from the areas that providing public service such as school areas, railways, highways, 

etc. is one of the most significant cases. 

 Despite the fact that it is explained obviously in the Reconstruction Law that 

DOP deduction can be only made for the exchange of the value increase, 

municipalities insist to use DOP applications for the areas which are separated for 

public service unfortunately. This matter is subjected to the case for several times. 

Yet, is it possible to increase in value of the areas which provide public services on 

it. The answer is of course no in logical sense. It is not possible to say that there is 

increase in value of land which are separated for public service in development plans 

and used for that purpose in current even if these lands are located in the most 

valuable places of the city.  
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 In fact, it has become definite with judicial decisions about that it should not 

be DOP deduction in public service areas. The first precedent decision in this regard 

was taken because of the DOP deduction made from the area allocated for 

educational service in the development plan and is already being used as a school. 

The Special Provincial Administration (İl Özel İdaresi) which owns the land brings 

this situation to trial. On the other hand, it has already been stated that making DOP 

deduction from public service area to create another public service area is clearly 

contrary to the reconstruction law. This case, which was brought to trial, was resulted 

in the provincial special administration and it has become the first decision that was 

taken from the court in Turkey.   

 In this part of the study, example cases opened by railways will be examined 

in the light of precedent decision. For this reason, let's start with a brief history of 

Turkish State Railways, and then examine the judicial decisions of the aftermath in 

detailed. 

G08� ������������	���	�������������������������

The first railway in Turkey was constructed between İzmir and Aydın under 

the privilege granted to an English company in 1856. The construction of the 130 km 

line was completed in 1866. 

The İzmir (Kasaba)- Turgutlu- Afyon line and 98 km of the Manisa- 

Bandırma line were constructed by another English company granted privilege and 

put in service in 1865. The remaining section of the Manisa-Bandırma line was 

constructed in the subsequent years. Construction privileges of the 2000 kms. Orient 

Railways was granted to Baron Hirsch in 1869. İstanbul- Edirne and Kırklareli- 

Alpullu lines completed in 1888, the section within national borders, linked İstanbul 

to Europe (T.C. Devlet Demiryolları İstatistik Yıllığı, 2015/3, p.3).  

Following an imperial rescript in 1871, construction of 91 km. Haydarpaşa- 

İzmit line was completed in 1873 with the states own means. However, due to 

financial difficulties, construction of Anatolian Railways as well as Baghdat and 

Southern Railways were realized through German financing (T.C. Devlet 

Demiryolları İstatistik Yıllığı, 2015/3, p.3).
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 When Turkish Republic was declared in 29.10.1923 approximately 4136 km 

of the lines built and operated by various foreign companies remained within the 

national borders of the new State. These lines were nationalized by Law No: 506, 

passed on 24.05.1924 and establishing the “General Directorate of Anatolian- 

Baghdat Railways”. Following Law No: 1042 passed on 31.05.1927 the name was 

changed to “General Administration of State Railways and Ports” in order to unite 

the railway construction and operational activities under one authority and to broaden 

the scope of functioning (T.C. Devlet Demiryolları İstatistik Yıllığı, 2015/3, p.3).

 The administration functioning as a supplementary budgeted public enterprise 

until 29.07.1953 was converted to a Public Economical Enterprise under the name 

“Republic of Turkey General Directorate of State Railways Administration (Turkish 

State Railways)” with Government Decree No: 233 in Power of Law (T.C. Devlet 

Demiryolları İstatistik Yıllığı, 2015/3, p.3).

G06� �	���������	
����	���	�����������	
��
���������U�
������

 When examined briefly at the history of Turkish State Railways, it is clear 

how deeply rooted it is. The studies that started in the time of the Ottoman State are 

still continuing today. It is also understandable that the Turkish State Railways, 

which has such a long history, is one of the institutions with the highest ranks about 

having properties among the public institutions in Turkey.  

 The lands that are owned by the railways are mostly located in the most 

valuable places of the city. When it is examined of the planning history, it is seen 

that the planning of the cities is based on the train stations primarily, and 

urbanization is shaped starting with the train stations as like in Turkey. Although the 

development network occurs towards the periphery of the city due to rapid 

urbanization particularly after 2000s, train stations have always been the center of 

attraction in cities.  

 Considering the working principles of Turkish State Railways, its 

complementary structures such as maintenance and repair workshops must be located 

near stations to reach them in case of emergency easily. This means that large areas 
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within the city should be separated for the use of railways. This situation results in 

the separation of railway stations, and valuable lands around them which are 

attraction centers in the master and development plans and it also results in having 

ownership of these lands for municipalities via implementation of 18th Article 

(Development Plan Implementation). 

 As mentioned above, the Turkish State Railways is a public institution that 

has a large number of properties. Some of the lands of Turkish State Railways used 

for maintenance and operation of railway activities are separated as railways area in 

development plans; on the other hand, some of the Some of the lands of Turkish 

State Railways which are unused for railways activities (these areas are not necessary 

for maintenance of railways), are separated for other usage such as commercial area, 

residential area, etc. However, some municipalities make DOP deduction from the 

lands which are separated as railways area in development plan and belonging to 

Turkish State Railways unlawfully. This situation causes the decreasing of Turkish 

State Railways’ land day by day and public service which is handled by Turkish 

State Railways interrupts. Although, according to 18th Article of Reconstruction 

Law, it is stated obviously that DOP deduction is only made in exchange for 

increasing in land value, DOP deduction is made up to 40%, even though there is no 

increase in the value of the land in which the railway activities are executed.  

This situation is one of the most common problems encountered in 

development plan implementations in terms of Turkish State Railways, and it has 

been the subject of litigation between municipalities and Turkish State Railways.  

 In this framework, first of all, the first precedent decision about that DOP 

cannot be taken from public service areas which are the main topic of this thesis is 

going to be explained. Then some courts opened by the Turkish State Railways will 

be detailed. If the starts with the precedent decision: 

 The first precedent decision about the argument, which is V -����#�%%! �2��

�%&�,�,/# $!%�!"�,�.�'!)*�% ����,E/� *�% ��-����"�!*� -��)/2'$#����.$#��������

3-$#-�������)��� �,�$%�,�.�'!)*�% �)'�%�W�at the same time the subject of the this 

thesis and research,� is taken from Presidency of The Sixth Chamber of The State 

Council (Danıştay Altıncı Daire Başkanlığı) and the details about the aforementioned 
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decision will be given below. However, it will be highly helpful to summarize the 

case before: 

 The first case about the idea that development readjustment share deduction 

taken from public service area is contrary to Reconstruction Law which is main 

subject of this study also, was opened in 2000 in Malatya. In implementation of 

development plan, development readjustment share (DOP) deduction from school 

area was the reason of the case. However, it has to be explained that the bill in equity 

(dava dilekçesi), bill of answers (cevap dilekçesi) and decision of Malatya 

Administrative Tribunal (Malatya İdare Mahkemesi Kararı) cannot be reached in this 

case. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to reach the archives of the court about 

this case also. Therefore, the only precedent decision of Presidency of The Sixth 

Chamber of The State Council exists. Nevertheless, to sum up the regulation that was 

the subject of case was prepared and applied by a district municipality in Malatya. In 

that development plan implementation in other words regulation, development 

readjustment share (DOP) deduction was made from the real estate, which belongs to 

the Ministry of National Education and it is also allocated as an educational area in 

development plan. Complainant Institution claims that there will be no increase in 

value of real estate which was separated as school area and used for that purpose, so 

that development readjustment share (DOP) deduction is against the laws and 

provisions of regulations and the implementation is unfair. Therefore, the case was 

opened to cancel of this development plan implementation.  

 However, Malatya Administrative Tribunal did not find any item contrary to 

the law and so he did not cancel the mentioned regulation. Thereon, Complainant 

Institution appealed with the Council of State to reverse a judgment of Malatya 

Administrative Tribunal propounding contrary to laws and procedures.  

 With the examination of case, Presidency of The Sixth Chamber of The State 

Council has found the demand of complainant institution and decided to reverse a 

judgment of Malatya Administrative Tribunal. According to Council of State 

decision, Malatya Administrative Tribunal has changed his decision and cancelled 

the aforementioned development plan implementation due to deduction of 

development readjustment share (DOP) which was taken from school area.  
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 It will be explained precedent decision in Malatya firstly. In following 

section, the cases which were opened by Turkish State Railways will be examined 

with regard to development readjustment share deduction taken from railways areas. 

Adana, Afyon, Tokat and Zonguldak Cities were selected for sample cases due to 

easy accessibility to bill in equity, bill of answers, experts reports and Court 

decisions. Therefore, it will be more healthy to understand problems with these 

cases. 

 Now, it is going to be examined of the first precedent decision taken from 

Presidency of The Sixth Chamber of The State Council:  

G0608� ���#�,�% ��#$�$!%�!"� -������$,�%#&�!"� -��; -��-�*2���!"�� � ���!/%#$'�
�-�������!"���'� &��

� ��!"�
! $"$#� $!%� 19.02.2003 

!#�� �
!� 2001/2999 

�#����
!� 2003/1045 

�/**��&� Because there will be no increase in value of real estate which was 

separated as school area and used for that purpose, development readjustment share 

(DOP) deduction is against the laws and provisions of regulations and the 

implementation is unfair.    

�))�''�% � Special Provincial Directorate of Administration 

�"�%,��� Turkish Republic …. Municipality.

�/**��&� 	"� �))�''�% U�� �*�%,� Malatya Administrative Tribunal’s decision 

whose day is 20.12.2000, Docket Number is 2000/359 and Decree Number is 

2000/1371, is contrary to the procedures and laws. Therefore reversing a judgment is 

demanded.  

�/**��&�	"��"�%,��� Defense is not given 
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	%�2�-�'"�!"� -���/��$�-�
� $!%�

 After the listening to investigation judge and examining of the file and 

documents, it is considered by the court;  

 The case is opened because of the cancellation of development plan 

implementation which was made according to Act of City Council (Meclis Kararı) of 

… Municipality whose date 20.08.1992 and no 65-92. Administrative Tribunal (İdare 

Mahkemesi)  decided to reject the demand of cancellation of the regulation, because 

according to the application of Article 18 of the Law No. 3194, it is reasonable to 

give the parcel with same condition and value as much as possible, and after the 

deduction of development readjustment share, depends on the criteria of housing and 

development situation, it is also possible to create joint-owned parcel. Both of them 

are not contrary to the laws and regulations.  

 In Article 18 of Law no. 3194, it is stipulated that  in development plan 

implementations development readjustment share  (DOP)  deduction is applied in 

exchange of the value increase of the estates due to land adjustments which are 

prepared and applied by municipalities and governorships. 

 After the file and documents are examined, it is understood that the purpose 

of use of the school area is continued and the value of the real estate which is subject 

to the dispute does not increased as a result of the development plan implementation. 

Therefore, it is not legal to make development readjustment share (DOP) deduction 

from real estate which is separated as a school area.4 Within this context, Malatya 

Administrative Tribunal’s decision is not right. 

�!%#'/�$!%� In the light of the above reasons, Malatya Administrative Tribunal’s 

judgment whose day is 20.12.2000, Docket Number is 2000/359 and Decree Number 

is 2000/1371, is should be reversed. 
                                                           
4 Dosyada yer alan belge ve bilgilerin incelenmesinden, okul alanı olarak kullanım amacı devam ettiği 
anlaşılan ve imar planında da bu amacın sürekliliği sağlanan uyuşmazlığa konu taşınmazın 
parselasyon işlemi sonucunda değerinin artması söz konusu olmadığından, okul alanında düzenleme 
ortaklık payı kesintisi yapılmak suretiyle tesis edilen parselasyon işleminde hukuka uyarlık 
bulunmadığı sonucuna varılmıştır.
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Evaluation of the case: It is clearly indicated in the Court decision that subject area is 

still used as a school area and it is allocated as an educational area in development 

plan; so that it is not possible to say any value increase. To provide public interest, 

development readjustment share is used for creating public spaces according to 

public needs. Therefore, development readjustment share deduction from this public 

service area is unfair and contrary to the principle of equity. This application does 

not tally with the concept of public interest. 

G0606� �/��$�-�� � ����$'3�&��N��-�������!"��,�%��

�!*)'�$%�% � Turkish State Railways 

�"�%,��� Turkish Republic Seyhan Municipality 

� ��!"�
! $"$#� $!%: 22.05.2003 

!#�� �
!� 2002/1226 

�#����
!� 2004/486 

 Based on the Act of City Council of Seyhan Municipality whose date 

16.07.2001 and no 3157, development plan implementation was made by Seyhan 

Municipality including the Adana Train Station area other real estates which are 

belong to Turkish State Railways (TCDD) and, block number is 4436 and parcels no 

are 21, 29 and 31, in the Province of Adana, Seyhan District, Adana Train Station 

Neighborhood. In this implementation, approximately 14% development 

readjustment share was deducted from the Turkish State Railways’ real estates. 

Turkish State Railways was object to that implementation however the objection was 

rejected by Municipality. Therefore, Turkish State Railways opened a case to cancel 

of this development plan implementation 

 To sum up, in the bill in equity of Turkish State Railways, it is stated that 

Turkish State Railways is one of the most significant public institution which 

provides service for transportation of citizens and goods. To maintain, operate and 

develop this public service, they need mentioned parcels totally. Moreover, Turkish 

State Railways claimed that DOP deduction can only be applied in exchange of the 
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value increase of the estates due to land adjustment and it is proven by precedents of 

Higher Judicial Bodies (Yüksek Yargı Organları). In this situation it is impossible to 

mention about increasing in value of Turkish State Railways’ parcels. Because, being 

talk about real estates are separated as a “Railway zone” in development plans and its 

purpose of usage did not change.  Moreover, the public areas such as parks, roads, 

etc… cannot be met from other public service areas such as railways, station, etc. 

Therefore, Turkish State Railways demands to cancel of aforementioned 

development plan implementation:   

- “According to Development Law Article:18, in development plan 

implementation DOP deduction is applied in exchange of the value increase 

of the estates due to land adjustment. Moreover DOP deduction aims to 

create public service areas such as primary and secondary institutions 

affiliated to the Ministry of National Education, public services such as 

roads, squares, parks, parking lots, children's horticulture, and green areas, 

places of worship and police stations and facilities related to these services… 

So it cannot be used for any other purposes except from above. 

- The mentioned development plan implementation was mostly applied on the 

area of our Institution (Turkish State Railways) which provides public 

service.   

- In this regard, 81% (56.666,08 m2) of the 70.202 m2 land which has total 

DOP deduction belongs to Turkish State Railways and over 41% of the total 

18% DOP deduction was made from railway lines and its complementary 

facilities such as railway engine house, repair shops, railway platforms, 

etc…5

                                                           
5 “Düzenlemeye girip üzerinden DOP kesintisi yapılan toplam 386.911 m2 arazinin %81’i (313.313 
m2) Kuruluşumuza ait olup, alınan yaklaşık %18 oranındaki DOP’un yani, yol, meydan, yeşil alan vs. 
kamu hizmet alanlarına tahsis edilen toplam 70.202 m2 arazinin yine %81’i (56.666,08 m2)
Kuruluşumuz arazilerinden karşılanmış, bunun %41’i (28.680 m2) ise tek başına üzerinde bilfiil kamu 
hizmetini yürüttüğümüz demiryolu hatlarımız ve mütemmimi tesislerimizin (Tren sevk ve idare 
edildiği, lokomotiflerin barınak ve tamir atölyesinin, peronların vs. mücbir birimlerimizin) bulunduğu 
Adana gar sahamızdan sağlanmıştır.”
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- By this means, the public service areas such as road, green area, square… 

which are requirements of society, cannot be met from the train station areas 

providing other required public service which is railway transportation in 

this case.6

- Our train station area and other public service areas were reduced and 

deprived of the sufficiency to meet service requirements in future and the

public service which is provided from Turkish State Railways was 

interrupted.7

� This situation causes the reducing of strategic important of Turkish 

State Railways. 

� So that, in case of construction of new cargo handling areas, new 

warehouses, new railway lines and other complementary facilities 

whose needs increase day by day, because of not having sufficient 

area to build those facilities, Turkish State Railways will have to 

expropriate the areas which were deducted via DOP before.  

- Due to the above mentioned reasons, issued development plan 

implementation has no public interest.8

                                                           
6 “Bu suretle yol, meydan, yeşil alan vs. gibi toplumun ihtiyaç duyduğu kamu hizmet alanları, yine 
toplumun ihtiyacı olan bir diğer kamu (demiryolu taşımacılığı) hizmetinin görüldüğü Gar sahamızdan 
ve civarındaki Kuruluşumuza ait diğer kamu hizmet alanlarından temin edilmiştir.”

7 “Gar sahamız ve mücavirindeki diğer kamu hizmet alanlarımız, daha da daraltılarak, ilerideki hizmet 
gereksinimlerini karşılayacak yeterlilikten yoksun bırakılmış, yürütmekte olduğumuz kamu hizmeti 
sakatlanmıştır.

- Bu durum TCDD’nin stratejik önemini zafiyete uğratmaktadır.

- Öyle ki; zamanla artan ihtiyacı karşılayacak yeni yükleme, boşaltma, depo alanlarının 
oluşturulması, ilave demiryolu hatlarının, peronların ve diğer mütemmim tesislerin yapılması 
gerektiğinde, elimizde bunların meydana getireceği alan kalmadığından, Kuruluşumuz 
DOP’la kendisinden alınan bu alanları &�%$,�%�$� $*'���� *�� durumunda kalacaktır.”

8 “Yapılan imar uygulamasının belirtilen sakıncalardan ötürü kamu yararına uygun olmadığı 
ortadadır.”  
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- In foreign countries (UK, Germany, France…), the areas separated for 

public service like railways, etc.. are determined and preserved strictly taking 

into consideration of  possibility of necessity for those areas in the future. It is 

never allowed to pass of property of those public services are to other

persons or institutions and they are excluded in development plans and their 

implementations. On the other hand, in our country, due to the regulations 

that are unlogical and just aimed to save the day, applied by the local 

administrations having the authority, Turkish State Railways’ lands come to 

the end day by day.9

- As we claimed before, there is no any value increase in train station area. 

Therefore, as it is definitely and clearly determined in the Development Law 

No:3194 Article:18, in development plan implementation DOP deduction is 

applied in exchange of the value increase of the estates due to land 

adjustment.10

- The intention of value increase is transforming of cadastral parcel to the 

building plot and because of this transformation, there will be value increase 

in real-estates.11

- According to principles to be briefly summarized above, is only for the 

private property issue or for the areas that are publicly owned and 

unallocated for using for public services. Because the purpose of use has not 

                                                           
9 “Yabancı ülkelerde (Örneğin İngiltere, Almanya, Fransa) demiryolu vb. kamu hizmetine tahsisli 
araziler, çok ilerideki müstakbel inkişaf sahalarını da içine alacak şekilde sınırları belli edilerek sıkı 
sıkıya korunur, hiçbir zaman başka kişi ve kuruluşların mülkiyetine geçmesine izin verilmez ve 
bilhassa imar uygulamaları dışında tutulurken, ülkemizdeki imar planlaması ve uygulamalarında 
benzer hiçbir tedbir alınmamakta, yetkiyi elinde bulunduran yerel idarelerin rasyonellikten uzak, 
projeksiyonu olmayan, günü kurtarmaya dönük bu gibi düzenlemeleriyle TCDD arazileri günden güne
tüketilmektedir.”

10 “Bu konuda, 3194 sayılı İmar Kanunu’nun 18. Maddesinde; açık bir şekilde Düzenlemeye tabi 
tutulan arazi ve arsaların dağıtımı sırasında bunların yüzölçümlerinden yeteri kadar saha, düzenleme 
dolayısıyla meydana gelecek değer artışları karşılığında düzenleme ortaklık payı (DOP) olarak 
düşülebilir. 

11 “Buradaki değer artışından kasıt, taşınmazın kadastro parseli (üzerinde inşaat yapılamaz) iken, imar 
düzenlemesi ile imar parseli (üzerinde inşaat yapılabilir) haline getirilmekten hasıl olan değer 
artışıdır.”�
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changed, there will be no value increase in areas which are separated for 

using of public service after the development plan implementation.  

 In the bill of answer of Seyhan Municipality, they defend that; 

- It cannot be possible to separate the Turkish State Railways’ parcel so it 

is legal obligation to include the parcel totally in land arrangement area.  

- Aforementioned development plan implementation complies with the laws 

and regulations. When this arrangement was prepared, the providing of 

public interest was first aim and it was trying to create roads, green 

spaces and other public uses. 

 According to above demands and items; Adana 2.  Administrative Tribunal 

decided to cancel of development plan implementation whose Act of City Council of 

Seyhan Municipality whose date 16.07.2001 and no 3157.  In the court decision, it is 

stated that; 

- According to laws and related regulation; it can be interpreted that in 

development plan implementation DOP deduction is applied in exchange 

of the value increase of the estates due to land adjustment. 

- However, in development plan implementation it is definitely seen that 

there is approximately 14% DOP deduction taken from the real-estate 

belonging to the complainant institution in defiance of laws and 

regulations. Because the public transportation providing by Turkish State 

Railways still continues at issued parcels so it is not possible to mention 

about any value increasing.  

Evaluation of the case: To provide public interest, development readjustment share is 

used by municipalities for creating public spaces according to public needs It is 

clearly indicated in the court decision that subject area is still used for public 

transportation, and it is separated as a railways area in development plan; so that it is 

not possible to say any value increase. By this means, the public service areas such as 

road, green area, square… which are requirements of society, cannot be met from the 
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train station areas providing other required public service which is railway 

transportation in this case.  As it is claimed before, there is no any value increase in 

train station area after development plan implementation. By this means according to 

Reconstruction Law, development readjustment share deduction from railway area is 

illegal. This application contradicts with the concept of public interest because train 

station areas were reduced and deprived of the sufficiency to meet service 

requirements in future and the public service which is provided from Turkish State 

Railways is interrupted. To sustain railways transportation, some operational 

facilities are needed so railways’ areas are used for other operational affairs. 

Therefore, reducing the lands because of DOP deduction causes to fail transportation 

processes.  

 In this case, mentioned municipality has created municipal service area by 

using DOP deduction taken from railways’ land. As it is explained above, this 

application is already contrary to Reconstruction Law in terms of principle of value 

increase. However, the other big mistake done by municipality in this 

implementation of development plan is that municipality has sold this municipal 

service area to the third persons for using commercial area.  This situation is not only 

contrary the law, but also completely against the principles of planning and 

urbanization. Using of an area, which is allocated for public service, for commercial 

purposes by third persons is disregarded of public interest. Therefore, it is definitely 

against to purpose of DOP. 
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�"�%,��� Turkish Republic Afyon Municipality 
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! $"$#� $!%� 07.03.2006 
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!� 2005/58 

�#����
!� 2006/58 

 Based on the Act of City Council of Afyon Municipality whose date 

28.06.2002 and no 148, development plan change was made by Afyon Municipality 

including the real estate which is belong to Turkish State Railways (TCDD) and, 

whose block number is 34 and  parcel no is 1,in the Province of Afyon, Central 

District, Ali Çetinkaya Neighborhood. In this plan change, “sports area, green and 

road” were separated on the Turkish State Railways’ real estate (34/1 parcel). 

Therefore, Turkish State Railways opened a case to cancel of this development plan 

change.  

 In the bill on equity of Turkish State Railways, it is stated that Turkish State 

Railways is the public institution which provides service for transportation of citizens 

and goods. To sustain this public service, they need to construct some structures in 

that parcel so it must be separated as “Railways Area” in development plan. 

Moreover, the public areas such as parks, roads, etc. cannot be met from other public 

service areas such as railways, station, etc. Otherwise, the one of the most significant 

public service is going to be interrupted unfortunately. Due to the fact that Afyon 

was chosen as “Priority Region in Development”, it is essential to meet rising 

transportation demand and why we need to separate that parcel for using railways is 

obvious. 

- Based on the Act of City Council of Afyon Municipality whose date 

28.06.2002 and no 148, development plan change was made by Afyon 

Municipality including the real estate which is belong to Turkish State 

Railways (TCDD) and, whose block number is 34 and  parcel no is 1,in 

the Province of Afyon, Central District, Ali Çetinkaya Neighborhood and 
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in this development plan change, “sports area, green and road” were 

separated on the Turkish State Railways’ real estate (34/1 parcel). 

- In this development plan changing process, there is no opinion which was 

received from Turkish State Railways and relevant Municipality did not 

consult to Turkish State Railways.  

- It is legal obligation to take into account of needs of public institutions in 

the process of preparing development plans which have public 

institutions’ real estates. 

- Turkish State Railways has projects to construct mechanic workplace 

building in the real estate whose block number is 34 and parcel no is 1. 

Therefore, they have demanded to separate that parcel as “Railway 

Zone” in development plan.12

- However, Afyon Municipality did not cater to this demand and they did 

not make the necessary changes in the mentioned development plan. 

- So that, aforementioned development plan changes are contrary to public 

interest and it causes the interruption of providing superior public 

service. Within this context, it is necessary to be cancelled of this 

development plan  

By taking into account the prescribed legal grounds, the Act of City Council 

of Afyon Municipality whose date 28.06.2002 and no 148, development plan change 

was made by Afyon Municipality is demanded to be cancelled by Turkish State 

Railways. 

In the bill of answer of Afyon Municipality, they defend that; 

                                                           
12 “Kuruluşumuza ait 34 ada 1 parsel no.lu taşınmazın bulunduğu alanda, yol makineleri mekanik 
atölyesi binası ve iş makineleri parkı yapılması planlanmış olup, iş makineleri mekanik atölyesi ve 
bunlara bağlı yeni yapılacak demiryolu hatları olmasının yanında, Afyon’un Kalkınmada Öncelikli 
Yöre olarak tespit edilmesinden sonra artan taşıma taleplerini de karşılayacak tahmil ve tahliye 
alanlarına ihtiyaç olduğundan, söz konusu parselimizin TCDD Alanı olarak planlanması, 
Kuruluşumuz için olmazsa olmaz bir anlam içermektedir.”
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- The area which is matter in dispute has not separated as a “Railways 

Zones” since 2004 and there was no such a demand from the Turkish 

State Railways 

- Moreover, when the location and characteristics of issued parcel is 

considered and environmental texture is taking into account, the action 

planning to be constructed by Turkish State Railways is contrary to 

principles of urbanization. 

- According to Article 27/2 of the Regulation on the Principles of Plan 

Prepration, it is stated that "the removal of a social and technical 

infrastructure in the development plan can only be made by leaving an 

equivalent new area within the zone served by this facility".13

- Planning change cannot be made unless it is compulsory. Because the 

subject parcel is planned as a social facility area that will serve the 

population in the development plan. 

- In this development plan change public service areas such as “sports 

area, green and road” is planned in 34/1 parcel and this situation totally 

complies with laws and regulations due to providing of public interest.14

- In addition to all above, it is not true the statement that provided public 

service of railways is going to be interrupted because of aforementioned 

development plan  

 Due to the reasons explaining above, mentioned development plan comply 

with laws and regulations. So that, it is demanded to dismissal of request for 

                                                           
13 “Plan Yapımına Ait Esaslara Dair Yönetmeliğin 27/2 maddesinde ise imar planındaki bir sosyal ve 
teknik altyapı alanının kaldırılabilmesi ancak bu tesisin hizmet götürdüğü bölge içinde eşdeğer yeni 
bir alanın ayrılması sureti ile yapılabilir denilmektedir. Dava konusu parsel imar planında çevre 
nüfusa hizmet edecek sosyal donatı alanı olarak planlandığından zorunlu olmadıkça plan değişikliği 
yapılamamaktadır.”

14 “Müvekkil Afyonkarahisar Belediye Başkanlığı’nca yapılan işlem tamamen kanun ve 
yönetmeliklere uygundur.” 
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cancellation about Act of City Council of Afyon Municipality whose date 28.06.2002 

and no 148.

 According to above demands and experts’ reports, Afyon Administrative 

Tribunal decided to cancel of aforementioned development plan change based on the 

idea that “Development plans are prepared to ensure a healthy structure of the 

physical environment, to direct investment choices and development trends, and to 

determine the balance of land use and conservation which are closely related to 

society and community life, in the most rational way. Development plans can be 

revised and changed because of some required conditions in accordance with the 

methods prescribed in the legislation.”15 and state council approved this court 

decision. In state council decision, it is stated that: 

- It is necessary to decide whether the development plan is accordance with 

principles of urbanization, principles of planning and public interest or 

not after examination of complainant institution’s needs. 

- Within this context, the expert’s report is insufficient and it is compulsory 

to re-evaluate the subject by authorities who are especially expert on a 

field of railways and its operations.  

- In expert’s report, the most significant concept which is the superior 

public interest which is provided by Turkish States Railways is missed. 

- Complainant Institution has been established to produce and market 

goods and services, which have monopolistic character, in the field of 

railway transportation, taking into consideration of public interest. 

Therefore, these produced services are seen as privilege because of 

providing public service.16

                                                           
15 Afyonkarahisar İdare Mahkemesi E: 2005/58, K: 2006/58 “İmar planları, insan, toplum ve çevre 
ilişkilerinde kişi ve aile mutluluğu ile toplum hayatını yakından ilgilendiren fiziksel çevreyi sağlıklı 
bir yapıla kavuşturmak, yatırımların yer seçimlerini ve gelişme eğilimlerini yönlendirmek ve toprağı 
koruma, kullanma dengesini en rasyonel biçimde belirlemek üzere hazırlanırlar ve ancak koşulların 
zorunlu kıldığı biçimde ve zamanda mevzuatta öngörülen yöntemlere uygun olarak değiştirilebilirler”

16 Danıştay Altıncı Daire E: 2006/2378, K: 2008/3405 “Davacı Kuruluş, demiryolu ulaştırması 
alanında tekel niteliğindeki mal ve hizmeti kamu yararı gözeterek üretmek ve pazarlamak üzere 
kurulmuş olup, gördüğü bu kamu hizmeti dolayısıyla ürettiği hizmet imtiyaz sayılmaktadır.”  
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- In the making process of development plans, it is necessary to take into 

consideration the needs of the complainant institution that provides 

monopoly service and produces this service in consideration of the public 

interest and the characteristics and features of public service.17

- However, according to reports which have experts prepared by the court, 

in development plan, it is seen that the real-estate belonging to the 

complainant institution was allocated to the use of green area, sports 

area and road as an out of purpose. It is understood that the 

transportation of railway service produced by the complainant institution 

and the needing areas to maintain of this public interest are not subject to 

review and evaluation in the preparing of development plan. 18

- In case of dispute, the complainant institution who is obliged to carry out 

public transportation whose monopolistic character must take into 

account of public interest. For this reason, they have demanded of 

separation of the real estate which belongs to their institution, as a usage 

of their purposes and operations from defender municipality.19

- Althought it can be seen that there is a balance in public interest because 

of using aforementioned parcel to create public spaces, the municipality 

                                                           
17 Danıştay Altıncı Daire E: 2006/2378, K: 2008/3405 “İmar planlarının yapılması sürecinde, tekel 
niteliğinde hizmet sunan ve bu hizmeti kamu yararı gözeterek üretmek durumunda olan davacı 
Kuruluşun, gördüğü kamu hizmetinin önemi ve özelliklerine dönük ihtiyaçlarının dikkate alınması 
gerekmektedir.”

18 Danıştay Altıncı Daire E: 2006/2378, K: 2008/3405 “Kuruluşa ait taşınmazın imar planıyla amaç 
ve faaliyeti dışındaki, park alanı, spor alanı ve imar yolu kullanımlarına ayrıldığı, bir kamu kurumu 
olan TCDD’nin arazilerinin yine kamu yararına olmak üzere büyük oranda donatı alanlarına ayrıldığı, 
Mahkemece yerinde yaptırılan keşif ve bilirkişi incelemesi üzerine düzenlenen raporda, davacı 
Kuruluşun ürettiği demiryolu taşımacılığı hizmeti, bu kamu hizmetinin gereksinim duyduğu ve 
duyacağı alanların kullanımındaki kamu yararı boyutunun aynı zamanda planın da amacı olarak bu 
yönde bir incelemeye ve değerlendirmeye konu edilmediği anlaşılmaktadır.”  
 
19 ve 20 Danıştay Altıncı Daire E: 2006/2378, K: 2008/3405 “Uyuşmazlığa konu olayda, tekel 
niteliğinde bir kamu hizmeti olan demiryolu ulaştırmasını, kamu yararı dikkate alınarak yürütmekle 
yükümlü kılınan davacı Kuruluş tarafından, bu kamu hizmeti için mevcutta mülkiyetinde bulunan 
uyuşmazlık konusu taşınmaza ait kullanın kararının imar plan kararıyla Kuruluşun amaç ve faaliyet 
konusuna ayrılmasının talep edildiği, ancak davalı idarece taşınmazın ağırlıklı olarak donatı alanlarına 
ayrılması suretiyle kamu yararı yönünden denklik kurulmaya çalışıldığı görülmektedir.”
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disregared complainant institution’s demand and so they missed the 

bigger public interest.20

- As a result, it is clear that this service, which is presented as a monopoly 

by complainant institution due to its massive and high carrying capacity 

for passenger and cargo transportation via railways between local and 

international destinations, carries a superior public interest.21

In the light of the above reasoned decision, Presidency of The Sixth Chamber 

of The State Council approved the Afyon Administrative Tribunal decision and 

aforesaid development plan was canceled.  

Evaluation of the case: Turkish State Railways is the public institution which 

provides service for transportation of citizens and goods. To sustain this public 

service, they need to construct some structures so there must be an area separated as 

“Railways Area” in development plan. It is clearly indicated in the court decision 

that subject area is still used for public transportation, and it is separated as a 

railways area in development plan; so that it is not possible to say any value increase. 

By this means, the public service areas such as road, green area, square… which are 

requirements of society, cannot be met from the train station areas providing other 

required public service which is railway transportation in this case. There is no any 

value increase in train station area after development plan implementation. 

Therefore, development readjustment share deduction from this public service area is 

unfair and contrary to the principle of equity. 

 As indicated in court decision, it is clear that railways service, which is 

presented as a monopoly by complainant institution due to its massive and high 

carrying capacity for passenger and cargo transportation via railways between local 

and international destinations, carries a superior public interest. 
                                                           

21 Danıştay Altıncı Daire E: 2006/2378, K: 2008/3405 “Demiryolu ulaşımının yolcu ve yük 
taşımacılığında kent içi, kentler arası ve ülkeler arası boyutuyla kitle halinde ve yüksek taşıma 
kapasitesi ile öne çıkan özelliği karşısında, davacı Kuruluş tarafından tekel niteliğinde sunulan bu 
hizmetin üstün kamu yararı niteliği taşıması karşısında, uyuşmazlığa konu edilen davacı Kuruluşun 
amaç ve hedefleri dışında kullanılması sonucunu doğuran imar planıyla gerçekleştirilen dava konusu 
değişiklikte hukuka uyarlık görülmediğinden iptali yolundaki, mahkeme kararında sonucu itibariyle 
isabetsizlik görülmemiştir.” 
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 Based on the Act of City Council of Turhal Municipality whose date 

07.07.2005 and no 163, development plan implementation was made by Turhal 

Municipality including the real estate which is belong to Turkish State Railways 

(TCDD) and, whose block number is 72 and parcels numbers are 3, 4 and 5, in the 

Province of Tokat, Turhal District, Seyfi Demirsoy Neighborhood (Tokat İli, Turhal 

İlçesi, Seyfi Demirsoy Mahallesi). In this implementation, approximately 24% 

development readjustment share was deducted from the Turkish State Railways’ real 

estate (3, 4 and 5 parcel). Therefore, Turkish State Railways opened a case to cancel 

of this development plan implementation. (Turkish State Railways has regional 

system. Tokat is taken part in Sivas Region of Turkish State Railways. Therefore, the 

pending place of action in Sivas Administrative Tribunal) 

 In the bill in equity of Turkish State Railways, it is stated that Turkish State 

Railways is the public institution which provides service for transportation of citizens 

and goods. To sustain and develop this public service, they need those parcels. 

Moreover, Turkish State Railways claimed that DOP deduction can only be applied 

in exchange of the value increase of the estates due to land adjustment and it is 

proven by precedents of Higher Judicial Bodies. In this situation it is impossible to 

mention about increasing in value of Turkish State Railways’ parcel. Because, being 

talk about real estates (3, 4 and 5 parcel) are allocated as a “Railway zone” in 

development plans and its purpose of usage does not change.  Moreover, the public 

areas such as parks, roads, etc. cannot be met from other public service areas such as 
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railways, station, etc. Therefore, Turkish State Railways demands to cancel of 

aforementioned development plan implementation  

In the bill of answer of Turhal Municipality, they defend that; it cannot be 

possible to separate the Turkish State Railways’ parcel so it is legal obligation to 

include the parcel totally in land arrangement area. Aforementioned development 

plan implementation complies with the laws and regulations. In regulation zone, 

there are not only Turkish State Railways’ parcels, but also there are many properties 

belonging to citizen. In addition to all above, it is not true the statement that provided 

public service of railways is going to be interrupted because of aforementioned 

development plan implementation 

Expert’s Report

� According to expert’s report which was demanded to be prepared by Court, it 

has been determined those following items; 

- Public areas can be obtained by government without paying a price, by 

making a DOP deduction, which we can characterize as the tax on the 

increased value, that occurs due to the implementation of development plans. 

Development readjustment share could be 35% at most in the Development 

Law at first. This ratio increased to 40% with some additional regulations.22

- 1.494.378,71 m2 area has been arranged and 1.147.676,68m2 has been 

appropriated for implementation.  

- It was stated that the ratio of development readjustment share (DOP) was 

calculated as 24% for said region and DOP deduction was met from the 

                                                           
22 BİLİRKİŞİ RAPORU: İmar planları uygulamalarında artan değer karşılığında düzenlemeye giren 
taşınmazlardan değerlenme resmi veyahut ayni vergi niteliğindeki DOP kesintisi yapılarak yasada 
sözü edilen kamusal alanlar bir bedel ödenmeksizin kamunun eline geçer. Oluşturulan imar 
parsellerinin ihtiyacı olan kamu hizmet alanlarına düzenlemeye giren taşınmazların katılımı en çok 
%35 oranında olabilir. %35’lik ortaklık payı oranı mutlak olmayıp alınabilecek azami miktarı ifade 
etmektedir. 

Bu oran, 3194 Sayılı İmar Kanununun ilk metninde yüzde otuz beş iken 17.12.2003 tarih ve 
25319 sayılı Resmi Gazetede yayımlanan 03.12.2003 tarih ve 5006 Sayılı İmar Kanunu ile İmar ve 
Gecekondu Mevzuatına Aykırı Yapılara Uygulanacak Bazı İşlemler ve 6785 Sayılı İmar Kanununun 
Bir Maddesinin Değiştirilmesi Hakkında Kanunda Değişiklik Yapılmasına İlişkin Kanunun 1. 
Maddesi ile %40’a yükseltilmiştir.
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parcels which were subject to the case (3, 4 and 5) in spite of provision of 

public service of Turkish State Railways. 

- Although, the parcels subject to the case, which maintain to provide public 

service can be included to land arrangement area, it is not possible to make 

DOP deduction from these parcels. Nevertheless, with the making of DOP 

deduction from the lands belonging to Turkish State Railways, Turhal 

Municipality has obtained the lands unfairly. 

- The parcels subject to case, which are included in arrangement area, are 

separated for the common use of the public or providing public service, in 

other words they are allocated for public service. DOP deduction and 

application of Article 18 of the Law No. 3194 on these parcels is against the 

spirit of regulation. Although, it was a technical obligation to take the 

complainant’s parcel to the implementation, but it had to be removed in the 

same way without any deduction.23

- DOP deduction cannot be made from the areas which are allocated for public 

purposes (Turkish State Railways, Police Station, water depot, substation 

etc.) and are currently used for public needs in the implementary 

development plan. It is not possible to mention about increase in value of real 

estates, which continue to be used for public purposes and separated as public 

service in development plans. Therefore, making DOP deduction from those 

parcels is not fair.24  

According to above demands and experts’ reports, Sivas Administrative 

Tribunal decided to cancel of development plan implementation whose Act of City 
                                                           
23 Düzenlemeye alınana davaya konu parseller, kamunun ortak kullanılmasına veya bir kamu 
hizmetinin görülmesine ayrılan yerlere isabet etmektedir. Parseller kamu hizmetine özgülenmiştir. 
Parsellerin 3194 Sayılı Kanunun 18. Madde uygulamasına alınarak Düzenleme Ortaklık Payı 
kesilmesi düzenlemenin ruhuna aykırıdır. Davacı kurumun tahsis alanının imar uygulanmasına 
alınması teknik bir zorunluluk ise, imar planındaki kamu tesis alanına kesinti yapılmadan, doğrudan 
tahsis edilerek uygulamaya alınması mümkündür. 

24 Herhangi bir nedenle kamusal amaçlar (TCDD, karakol, su deposu, trafo yeri vb.) için tahsis edilen 
ve halen uygulama imar planında bu tahsis amaçları devam eden parsellerden düzenlemeye alınmış 
olmalarına rağmen DOP alınmaz. Kamusal amaçlı kullanımı devam eden ve imar planında da bu 
amacın sürekliliği sağlanan taşınmazların değer artışına uğramaları mümkün olmadığı, kamulaştırma 
ile elde edilen imar planında da aynı amaca ayrılan dava konusu düzenleme ortaklık payı kesilmesinin 
hakkaniyetli olmadığı, dolayısıyla düzenleme aşamasında DOP alınmayacak parseller olarak 
değerlendirilmesi gerekirken, düzenlemeye alınarak DOP kesintisi yapıldığı tespit edilmiştir. 
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Council’s number 2005/163 and Presidency of The Sixth Chamber of The State 

Council approved this court decision. In state council decision, it is stated that: 

- In the light of expert’s report, it is determined that regulation zone was 

contrary to the legislation. 

- According to laws and related regulation; it can be interpreted that in 

development plan implementation DOP deduction is applied in exchange 

of the value increase of the estates due to landadjustment. 

- However, in development plan implementation it is definitely seen that 

there is DOP deduction taken from the real-estate belonging to the 

complainant institution in defiance of laws and regulations. Because the 

public transportation providing by Turkish State Railways still continues 

at issued parcels so it is not possible to mention about any value 

increasing.  

- Therefore, the decision of Sivas Administrative Tribunal was decided to 

be approved. 

Evaluation of the case: It is clearly specified in expert’s report DOP deduction cannot 

be made from the areas which are allocated for public purposes (Turkish State 

Railways, Police Station, water depot, substation etc.) and are currently used for 

public needs in the implementary development plan. It is not possible to mention 

about increase in value of real estates, which continue to be used for public purposes 

and allocated as public service in development plans.  

 Turkish State Railways is the public institution which provides service for 

transportation of citizens and goods and so that it carries a superior public interest. .

By this means, the public service areas such as road, green area, square… which are 

requirements of society, cannot be met from the train station areas providing other 

required public service which is railway transportation in this case. Therefore, 

development readjustment share deduction from railways area is not fair. To sustain 

public transportation, in other words providing public interest is interrupted as a 
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result of subject application. Based on the 18th Article of Reconstruction Law, the 

court decided to cancel of mentioned development plan implementation because of 

unfair DOP deduction.  

 As a result, it appears that the DOP deduction is used for road and green 

space in accordance with the law in this case. However, in terms of planning 

principles and urbanization, providing railways transportation carries more 

significant public interest as it is stated in the expert report. Therefore, the use of 

DOP deduction public services, such as road or green space, does not always mean 

that it is compatible with urbanism principles. It should be examined the public 

interest concept taking into consideration of other public services also in planning.  
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 Based on the Act of City Council of Saltukova Municipality whose date 

18.04.2008 and no 2008/15, development plan implementation was made by 

Saltukova Municipality including the real estate which is belong to Turkish State 

Railways (TCDD) and, whose parcel no is 1832, in the Province of Zonguldak, 

Çaycuma District, Saltukova Train Station Neighborhood. In this implementation, 

approximately 17% development readjustment share was deducted from the Turkish 

State Railways’ real estate (1832 parcel). Turkish State Railways was object to that 

implementation however the objection was rejected by Municipality. Therefore, 

Turkish State Railways opened a case to cancel of this development plan 

implementation. 
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 In the bill in equity of Turkish State Railways, it is stated that Turkish State 

Railways is the public institution which provides service for transportation of citizens 

and goods. To sustain and develop this public service, they need that parcel totally. 

Moreover, Turkish State Railways claimed that DOP deduction can only be applied 

in exchange of the value increase of the estates due to landadjustment and it is 

proven by precedents of Higher Judicial Bodies. In this situation it is impossible to 

mention about increasing in value of Turkish State Railways’ parcel. Because, being 

talk about real estate (1832 parcel) is separated as a “Railway zone” in development 

plans and its purpose of usage did not change.  Moreover, the public areas such as 

parks, roads, etc… cannot be met from other public service areas such as railways, 

station, etc…Therefore, Turkish State Railways demands to cancel of 

aforementioned development plan implementation   

- “According to Development Law Article:18, in development plan 

implementation DOP deduction is applied in exchange of the value 

increase of the estates due to landadjustment. Moreover DOP deduction 

aims to create public service areas such as primary and secondary 

institutions affiliated to the Ministry of National Education, public 

services such as roads, squares, parks, parking lots, children's 

horticulture, green areas, places of worship and police stations and 

facilities related to these services… So it cannot be used for any other 

purposes except from above.25

                                                           
25 “3194 Sayılı İmar Kanunun 18. Maddesi uyarınca yapılan düzenlemeye tabi tutulan arazi ve 
arsaların dağıtımı sırasında bunların yüzölçümlerinden yeteri kadar saha, ,AD�%'�*�� ,!'�&M�M&'��
*�&,�%�� (�'�%� ,�O��� �� MP'��M� ���PM'MOM%,�� ,AD�%'�*�� !� ��'M�� )�&M� olarak düşülebilmektedir.
Ancak bu maddeye göre alınacak düzenleme ortaklık payları, düzenlemeye tabi tutulan yerlerin 
ihtiyacı olan Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı’na bağlı ilk ve ortaöğretim kurumları, yol, meydan, park, otopark, 
çocuk bahçesi, yeşil saha, ibadet yeri ve karakol gibi umumi hizmetlerden ve bu hizmetlerle ilgili 
tesislerden başka maksatlarla kullanılamayacağı da amir hükümdür.” 
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- In this frame, the essence of the land and area regulation which is stated 

in Article 18 of the Law no. 3194 is that even if the decreasing occurs in 

square of land which is contained in development plan implementation 

(zoning) boundary, due to the value increasing in that land depends on 

construction of roads, parks, squares, etc… the property right will be 

protected in substance. In other words, social equilibrium is ensured by 

force of the value increase in implemented land.26

- However the principle to be briefly summarized above is only for the 

private property issue or for the areas that are publicly owned and 

unallocated for using for public services. Because the purpose of use has 

not changed, there will be no value increase in areas which are separated 

for using of public service after the development plan implementation.27

- With this, 51.604 m2 part of the 1832 parcel belonging to Turkish State 

Railways is contained in development plan implementation which was 

made by defendant municipality: 

� 4.919 m2 of parcel is separated for commercial usage 

� 37.746 m2 of parcel is separated for railway area 

� 8.939 m2 of parcel is DOP deduction using for roads, parks, etc.. 

(approximately 17%)  

                                                           
26 “Bu çerçevede 3194 Sayılı İmar Kanununun 18. Maddesinde öngörülen arazi ve arsa 
düzenlemesinin özü düzenleme nedeniyle imar sınırı içinde bulunan arazi ve arsaların yüzölçümünde 
eksilme söz konusu olsa bile yapılan yol, meydan, park, otopark gibi alanlarının o bölgenin sosyo-
kültürel ve sosyo-ekonomik hareketliliğine sağladığı katkı nedeniyle ortaya çıkan değer artışı 
nedeniyle mülkiyet hakkının özü itibariyle ihlal edilmemesi, böylece sosyal dengenin sağlanmasıdır. 

27“Ancak, yukarıda kısaca özetlenmeye çalışılan ilke sadece özel mülkiyete konu taşınmazlar için ya 
da kamuya ait olup kamusal hizmete özgülenmemiş alanlar için söz konusu olup, kamusal hizmete 
özgülenmiş arsa veya arazilerin imar uygulaması sonrasında değerinde ifa ettiği kamu hizmeti 
itibariyle herhangi bir artış söz konusu olmayacaktır.” 
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- According to the principles of the development plan implementation 

which is tried to be explained above, it is a legal obligation not to make 

the DOP deduction from the land separated as “Railways Service Area” 

in development plan due to not value increasing in land before and after 

the regulation.28

- It can be possible to include the real estates which maintain to provide 

public service belonging to the client administration to the development 

plan implementation; however, it should not be any deduction from those 

estates in accordance with the provisions of the share. Otherwise, public 

service is going to be interrupted and it cannot satisfy to aims expected of 

it.  

 By taking into account the prescribed legal grounds, Act of City Council of 

Saltukova Municipality whose date 18.04.2008 and no 2008/15, development plan 

implementation is demanded to be cancelled by Turkish State Railways. 

 In the bill of answer of Saltukova Municipality, they defend that; 

- There is no exact division about DOP deduction and it can only be 

applied in exchange of the value increase of the estates due to land 

adjustment according to Article 18 of Development Law No 3194. 29

- Moreover, it cannot be possible to separate the Turkish State Railways’

parcel so it is legal obligation to include the parcel totally in land 

arrangement area.30

                                                           
28 “İmar uygulamasının yukarıda izah edilmeye çalışılan esaslara göre düzenleme öncesi ve sonrasına 
göre hiçbir değer artışı olmayan, tamamen kamusal hizmet niteliği devam eden ve imar planında 
TCDD Hizmet Alanı olarak belirtilen 37.746 m2’lik alandan ,AD�%'�*�� !� ��'M�� )�&M� I	�K�
���$% $�$�&�)M'*�*��M yasal bir zorunluluktur.”

29 “3194 Sayılı Kanunun 18. Maddesinde düzenleme sebebiyle değer artışı olacak alan şeklinde bir 
ayrım yapılmamıştır.”

30 “Uygulama yapılan alan tek parsel olduğu için bu parseli bir bütün olarak uygulamaya sokulması 
yasal zorunluluktur.”
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- The arrangement that matter in dispute was prepared according to 

Turkish State Railways’ opinion, before development plan implementation 

was arranged, our Municipality and Turkish State Railways had 

negotiated many times and they had collaborative work. 

- Aforementioned development plan implementation complies with the laws 

and regulations. When this arrangement was prepared, the providing of 

public interest was first aim and it was trying to create roads, green 

spaces and other public uses. 

- The area which is separated for “Railways Zone” in development plan 

has no any deduction.31

- In addition to all above, it is not true the statement that provided public 

service of railways is going to be interrupted because of aforementioned 

development plan implementation 32

 Due to the reasons explaining above, mentioned development plan 

implementation comply with laws and regulations. So that, it is demanded to 

dismissal of request for cancellation about Act of City Council of Saltukova 

Municipality whose date 18.04.2008 and no 2008/15 

 According to above demands and items; Zonguldak Administrative Tribunal 

decided to cancel of development plan implementation whose Act of City Council’s 

number 2008/15. In the court decision, it is stated that; 

- According to laws and related regulation; it can be interpreted that in 

development plan implementation DOP deduction is applied in exchange 

of the value increase of the estates due to landadjustment. 

- However, in development plan implementation it is definitely seen that 

there is approximately 17% DOP deduction taken from the real-estate 

                                                           
31 ve 32 “İmar planında TCDD Hizmet Alanı olarak görülen hiçbir alan kesintiye uğramamıştır. Bu 
sebeple uygulamanın kamusal hizmeti aksatacağı iddiası doğru değildir.”
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belonging to the complainant institution in defiance of laws and 

regulations. Because the public transportation providing by Turkish State 

Railways still continues at issue 1832 parcel so it is not possible to 

mention about any value increasing.  

- Although it can be seen that there is a balance in public interest because 

of using aforementioned parcel to create public spaces, the municipality 

disregarded complainant institution’s demand and so they missed the 

superior public interest and more significant public service. 

In the light of the above opinions, Zonguldak Administrative Tribunal 

canceled the being talked about development plan implementation whose Act of City 

Council’s number 2008/1533. It is written in the decision: 

Development plans are prepared to ensure a healthy structure of the physical 

environment, to direct investment choices and development trends, and to 

determine the balance of land use and conservation which are closely related 

to society and community life, in the most rational way. Development plans can 

be revised and changed because of some required conditions in accordance 

with the methods prescribed in the legislation. 


	��� After the decision of Zonguldak Administrative Tribunal, Saltukova 

Municipality appealed for reversal to Council of State. In the reasoned decision of 

State Council; 

 Although, the reasons about DOP deduction propounded from Turkish State 

Railways, which are also matter in dispute, were regarded as fair, due to the fact that 

the aforementioned development plan implementation was suggested from 

                                                           
33Zonguldak İdare Mahkemesi E: 2008/846, K: 2009/148 “Davalı idare tarafından düzenlemeye tabi 
tutulan arsa ve arazilerin dağıtımı sırasında, ancak düzenleme dolayısıyla meydana gelen değer atışları 
karşılığında düzenleme ortaklık payı olarak yeteri kadar sahanın düşülebileceği, bakılan uyuşmazlıkta 
ise davacı kuruma ait olan ve uygulamaya giren 51.604 m2’lik alanın üç parsele ayrıldığı, 123 ada 1 ve 
2 parsel sayılı taşınmazların  (1.722+3.197=4.919 m2) ticaret alanı olarak, 123 ada 3 parsel sayılı 
taşınmazın ise (37.746 m2) Devlet Demiryolları Hizmet Alanı olarak belirlendiği, imar uygulaması 
sonucunda uygulamaya giren alanın tamamından 8.939 m2 düzenleme ortaklık payı kesildiği, Devlet 
Demiryolları Hizmet Alanı olarak belirlenen ve kamusal hizmet niteliği devam eden 123 ada 3 parsel 
üzerinde bulunan 37.746 m2’lik alandan kesinti yapılmaması gerektiği halde kesinti yapıldığı, bu 
haliyle uygulamanın mevzuat hükümlerine aykırı olduğu tartışmasız olup, imar uygulamasının 
kabulüne ilişkin encümen kararında ve bu karara karşı yapılan itirazın reddine ilişkin Belediye 
Başkanlığı işleminde hukuka uyarlık görülmemiştir. Açıklanan nedeniyle davanın iptaline oybirliği ile 
karar verildi. 
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Complainant Institution (Turkish State Railways) to Saltukova Municipality, it is 

decided that Zonguldak Administrative Tribunal should reverse a judgment.  

 According to decision of State Council explained above, Zonguldak 

Administrative Tribunal changed its decision and reversed the first judgment. The 

development plan implementation was not canceled and was decided to be enforced. 

In this case, however the arrangement did not cancel, it is still clear that the 

main idea of this thesis is regarded as fair. According to Development Law 

Article:18, in development plan implementation DOP deduction is applied in 

exchange of the value increase of the estates due to land adjustment. If there is no 

value increasing in land, it is impossible to mention about DOP deduction. Therefore, 

it can be interpreted that the public service areas which are separated for using as 

public interest in the development plans should not be excluded in those plan and 

their implementations.  

Evaluation of the case: Based on the court decision, it can be said that according to 

the principles of the development plan implementation which is tried to be explained 

above, it is a legal obligation not to make the development readjustment share 

deduction from the land separated as “Railways Service Area” in development plan 

because it is not possible to mention about increase in value of real estates, which 

continue to be used for public purposes and separated as public service in 

development plans. Public interest is interrupted as a result of subject application. 

Based on the 18th Article of Reconstruction Law, the court decided to cancel of 

mentioned development plan implementation because of unfair DOP deduction.  

 Although it can be seen that there is a balance in public interest because of 

using development readjustment share deduction to create public spaces, the 

municipality disregarded complainant institution’s demand and so they missed the 

superior public interest and more significant public service. 
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The main theme of the Development Readjustment Share is the change in the 

distribution of ownership in the regulated areas and the increase in the value of lands. 

As a result of this increase, land deduction is made as DOP and so social balance is 

achieved.  When the objective of DOP is to be examined, the purpose of the DOP 

application achieves the healthy urbanization and development and thus realizes the 

public interest. In addition, it aims to provide public service areas which are needed 

of neighborhood. Another purpose of the development readjustment share is to 

prevent or to minimize of expropriation expenditures for creating public service areas 

which should be provided by authorities and to meet the public requirements of the 

area.  Except from these aims, development readjustment share applications which 

are carried out with a personal, political purpose is going to be against the law. 

 When the examination of cases above, it is definitely seen that Turkish State 

Railways has been right about their demands for DOP applications. Almost all cases 

have resulted in favor of Turkish State Railways. It is written in reasoned decision of 

Courts that it is not possible to mention about value increasing in railways’ area after 

implementation of development plans. Therefore, development readjustment share 

deduction taken from those areas is not in accordance with Laws. Providing of public 

needs from other public areas is not logical and it is contrary to spirit of public 

interest concept also. If there are different public interests on an issue, it is needed to 

choose one of those public interests. At this point, when one of the public interests is 

preferred to the other, the concept of "superior public interest" emerges (Tezcan and 

Poyraz, 2013, p.15). Therefore, it is stated in Court decision, public transport 

systems like railways have superior public interest. Summary of the cases is shown 

in Table 7.

 As it can be seen from the cases, subject municipalities used the development 

readjustment share as an instrument of providing public interest by creating green 

areas, roads, etc. Although it is definitely stated in the Reconstruction Law that 

development readjustment share can be taken only in exchange of value increase due 

to implementation of development plan, all these municipalities ignored this state.  

While they were trying to create spaces which are public needs, they damaged the 
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public transportation which has superior public interest. The lands of railways has 

been reduced day by day, therefore Turkish State Railways had to make extra 

expropriation to operate their purposes. Some important railway projects have been 

interrupted because of the development problems. Moreover, according to planning 

and urbanization principles, providing railways transportation carries more 

significant public interest as it is stated in the experts’ reports and court decisions. 

Therefore, the use of DOP deduction public services, such as road or green space, 

does not always mean that it is compatible with planning principles. In addition, 

using of DOP deduction for roads or parks does not provide public interest also. It 

should be examined the public interest concept taking into consideration of other 

public services also in planning. 

 Most of the Turkish State Railways’ properties (lands) are located in urban 

centers and they have large surface area. There are demands for utilization of these 

properties in line with the increasing in technical and social infrastructure 

requirements of the city in urban development process. Most of these requests are 

executed without the knowledge of Turkish State Railways. Today, there are still 

several cases related with development readjustment share deduction in railways’ 

lands. In spite of the many vested sample cases which indicate that the DOP 

deduction from the public service areas is not compliance with Reconstruction Law. 

Turkish State Railways have become aware of this illegal practice, even if it is late, 

and they have been able to overcome these problems which will occur in the future to 

sustain their public transportation projects. By this means, the spirit of the public 

interest concept is not damaged and public interest is provided in the legal 

boundaries.  Because, as it is indicated in chapter 2, according to the Turkish 

Supreme Court’s decisions; “Public service is public interest” (Akıllıoğlu, 1989,

p.15).
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The Case of Malatya 2003 ----- DOP deduction 
from school 

area

Implementation of 
development plan was 

cancelled. Because 
there is no value 

increase in subject 
area, so DOP 

application is not 
legal.

The Case of Adana 2004 Seyhan 
Municipality

DOP deduction 
from railways’ 

area

Implementation of 
development plan was 

cancelled. Because 
there is no value 

increase in railways’ 
are after 

implementation of 
development plan and 
public transportation 

is interrupt due to 
DOP application.

The Case of Afyon 2006 Afyon 
Municipality

Green area and 
road were

allocated in 
Railways’ zone 
in development 

plan change

Development plan 
change was canceled. 

Because railways’ 
parcels are allocated 

for other public 
services, however, 

this situation causes 
to damage of superior 

public interest 
providing by 

railways.
The Case of Tokat 2006 Turhal 

Municipality
DOP deduction 
from railways’ 

area

Implementation of 
development plan was 

cancelled. Because 
public transportation 

is interrupt due to 
DOP application and 

there is no value 
increase also.

The Case of 

Zonguldak

2009 Saltukova 
Municipality

DOP deduction 
from railways’ 

area

Implementation of 
development plan was 

not cancelled. 
Because there is a 
protocol between 

Turkish State 
Railways and 

Municipality, and this 
implementation has 

been made according 
to that protocol.

�$(/���9��/**��&�!"�������I�!/�#�����!,/#�,�2&� -���/ -!�K�
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 Development readjustment share deduction from public service areas; the 

case of Turkish State Railways constitutes the subject matter of this thesis. In this 

respect, three main chapters have been examined during the study: 

1. Concept of public interest and planning, 

2. Development readjustment share, as an instrument for providing public 

interest, 

3. Development readjustment share applications in the areas of Turkish State 

Railways, 

 First of all, the concept of public interest in literature was reviewed, and then 

a survey of the methods of land readjustment in planning is explained and the 

examples are given from the world. Then, development readjustment share, as an 

instrument for providing public interest is explained in detailed.  The third chapter, 

development readjustment share application in the areas of Turkish State Railways 

was examined and the cases about this application were clarified.  

 Public interest concept has growth and progressed after 1950s. Although, it 

has a deep-rooted history, public interest concept is still a controversial issue. 

Particularly, beginning with the year of 2000’s due to effects of globalization, public 

interest has become central of politics and policies.  

 There are different theories to define what public interest is. When we 

examine the theories about public interest, it seen that different theories provide 

different definitions for public interest.  
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 In the general sense, the concept of public interest in terms of individual and 

community interest can be summarized under the three headings: 

1. Individual Theories 

2. Common Interest Theories 

3. Normative Theories 

 In this study, common interest theory is regarded as the most expressive 

theory of public interest; therefore common interest theory is accepted as definition 

of public interest. According to this theory, public interest is a sum of common 

benefits concerning whole society.  

 In Turkey, public interest concept is taken a part in the Constitution. In the 

1982 Constitutions regulates the rights of citizens, thus public interest is mentioned 

in the constitutions articles. These articles can be arranged as follows:  

� Under the title of “Freedom of Residence and Movement” Article 23

� Under the title of “Property Rights” Article 35 

� Under the title of “Utilization of the Coasts” Article 43 

� Under the title of “Expropriation” Article 46 

� Under the title of “Nationalization and Privatization” Article 47 

� Under the title of “ Local Administration” Article 127 

� Under the title of “Planning, Economic and Social Council” Article 166 

� Under the title of “Forests and the Inhabitants of Forest Villages” Article 

169

 To sum up, it can be said that the 1982 Turkish Constitution has mentioned 

the concept of public interest and it highlights the importance of public interest with 

stating that restriction may be occurred on individual rights and liberties on behalf of 

public interest. 

 Based on the Constitutional Court’s decision which is “Public service is 

public interest”, it is interpreted that the main purpose of planning is to serve and 

promote public interest. Planners are responsible for creating public spaces and they 

are also responsible for applying policies for citizens living in welfare. In that point, 

land readjustment is an instruments using by planners to provide public interest. 
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Land readjustment is an important tool for urban development, creating new land and 

re-organizing urban area. 

 In Turkey, the readjustment for plan implementation is used for as a land 

readjustment method. It is explained in 18th Article of Reconstruction Law and its 

accompanying regulations. The land readjustment method can also be called as 

“Development Plan Implementation” or “Implementation of 18th Article” in Turkey. 

In general, the municipalities are responsible of the process of development plan 

implementations. The main subject of the development plan implementation is 

“development readjustment share” which can shorten as DOP.  

 DOP is defined in the 18th Article of the Reconstruction Law. According to 

Reconstruction Law No 3194 and 18th Article, it is stated that the DOP application 

can be made for which public services (primary and secondary institutions affiliated 

to the Ministry of National Education, public services such as roads, squares, parks, 

parking lots, children's horticulture, green areas, places of worship and police 

stations and facilities related to these services). These public areas are provided with 

the contribution percentage of within project area. According to this article, 

landowners who have parcels in development plan implementation project area (land 

readjustment project) have to give up at most 40% of their land for mentioned 

purposes. 

However, there is a limitation which is stated Reconstruction Law for using 

of DOP. Based on that limitation, 	��,�,/# $!%� $�� �))'$�,� $%� �1#-�%(��!"�  -��

.�'/��$%#������!"� -���� � ���,/�� !�'�%,��,E/� *�% 0�So it is definitely said that, if 

there is no increasing in land value there cannot be DOP deduction. Yet, sometimes 

DOP is applied the areas which has no value increase after the implementation of 

development plan. In other words, it is not used in accordance with Law.  

One of the most significant examples of DOP deduction from lands despite 

the no value increase is that DOP deduction from the areas providing public service 

such as school areas, railways, highways, etc. After the implementation of 

development plans, it is not possible to claim that there is value increase in the public 

service areas. Therefore, DOP application on those lands is against to principle of 

value increase written in the Reconstruction Law.  
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Despite the fact that it is explained obviously in the Reconstruction Law that 

DOP deduction can be only made for the exchange of the value increase,

municipalities insist to use DOP applications for the areas which are allocated for 

public service unfortunately. This matter is subjected to the case for several times. 

The first precedent decision in this regard was taken because of the DOP deduction 

made from the area separated for educational service in the development plan and is

already being used as a school. This precedent decision has created awareness for 

some public institutions; one of them is Turkish State Railways.  

Turkish State Railways is a public institution which provides monopolistic 

public service: Public transport and cargo affairs in national and international scale. 

Some of the lands of Turkish State Railways used for maintenance and operation of 

railway activities are allocated as railways area in development plans; on the other 

hand, some of the Some of the lands of Turkish State Railways which are unused for 

railways activities (these areas are not necessary for maintenance of railways). They 

are allocated for other usage such as commercial area, residential area, etc. However, 

some municipalities make DOP deduction from the lands which are allocated as 

railways area in development plan and belonging to Turkish State Railways. This 

situation causes the decreasing of Turkish State Railways’ land day by day and 

public service which is handled by Turkish State Railways interrupts. Although, 

according to 18th Article of Reconstruction Law, it is stated obviously that DOP 

deduction is only made in exchange for increasing in land value, even though there is 

no increase in the value of the land in which the railway activities are executed.  

Because of these applications, there have been several cases between 

municipalities and Turkish State Railways. Four of them were explained in details, 

and for that matter it is definitely seen that Turkish State Railways wins most of 

those cases. Providing of public needs from railways areas causes to damage of 

another public need, so it is not in accordance with laws. If there are different public 

interests on an issue, it is needed to choose one of those public interests. At this 

point, when one of the public interests is preferred to the other, the concept of 

"superior public interest" emerges. Turkish State Railways is a public institution 

which provides public transportation and cargo facilities. Therefore, It has great 

significance on transportation in national and international scale. Therefore, it is 
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proven by Courts’ results and reasoned decisions that public services provided by 

Turkish State Railways has superior public interest and in case of interruption of 

these public services, public interest will be damaged. 

As the sample cases are examined, it is seen that the DOP application, which 

is the subject of many cases, is used to create areas for public service such as roads, 

parks, green areas, etc. When considered from this point of view, using of DOP 

deduction for roads, parks and other public spaces seems as if there is no matter that 

damage the public interest. On the contrary, it can be thought that the purpose is to 

create spaces for public interest. However, DOP deduction taken from other public 

service areas can cause to interrupt of those other public services. Therefore, in those 

kinds of cases, public interest can be harmed more seriously. Land reduction taken 

from the public service areas such as railways which has no alternative confronts us 

as a bigger problem in urban lands. 

As a result, in the introduction part of this study, it is mentioned about 

hypothesizes which are proven like that;

� The main subject of the development plan implementation is 

“development readjustment share” (DOP). It can be seen from the 

cases, development readjustment share is the most important 

instrument for providing public interest by creating public spaces. 

� DOP application can be made for which public services (primary and 

secondary institutions affiliated to the Ministry of National Education, 

public services such as roads, squares, parks, parking lots, children's 

horticulture, and green areas, places of worship and police stations 

and facilities related to these services). DOP has to be used for which 

purposes and conditions are written in the law, otherwise it is not in 

accordance with Reconstruction Law  

� Despite the fact that it is explained obviously in the Reconstruction 

Law that DOP deduction can be only made for the exchange of the 

value increase, which is the restriction of using this instrument, 

municipalities insist to use DOP applications for the areas which are 
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separated for public service. However, these applications which have 

no value increase in lands is not in accordance with law and Court 

decisions prove it. 

� When one of the public interests is preferred to the other, the concept 

of "superior public interest" emerges. Otherwise, public interest is 

damaged further. However, this problem has not been perceived yet 

clearly.  

Hereby, it is proven that development readjustment share deduction from 

public service areas is not in accordance with laws. However, municipalities still 

insist for using this unlawful application in development plan implementation. It is 

possible to take some precautions to avoid mistaken DOP applications. First of all, 

18th Article of the Reconstruction Law and other related regulations have to be 

examined detailed and clarified. Some changes have to be made to improve of 

development readjustment share definition and it is needed to determine the 

limitation of using of DOP more clearly in related laws and regulations. Moreover, 

new regulations should be made to clarify the definitions of public services proved 

by judicial decisions. On the other hand, every landowner should know their rights 

about development plans and their applications. However, municipalities should not 

abuse of their rights to gain land illegally. Their most important duty is to ensure a 

healthy structure of the physical environment, to direct investment choices and 

development trends, and to determine the balance of land use and conservation which 

are closely related to society and community life. To provide social balance, it can be 

beneficial to participation of landowners and non-governmental organizations to the 

process of development plan implementations (Implementations of 18th Article). 

Landowners should be informed before projects are finished like in Japan and 

France. In addition to all these proposals and measure, it should be known that there 

is a method to use land transformation among public institutions.  
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In the event that a public institution needs the land which belongs to another 

public institution, it should be used 30th Article of Expropriation Law No: 294234. In 

case of the insufficiency of lands to provide public services such as parks, roads, 

school areas, etc. which are indicated in 18th Article of Reconstruction Law, 

transformation of land between those institutions in accordance with the legal 

frameworks indicated in 30th Article of Expropriation Law may prevent any damage 

to the public interest. 

                                                           
34 6JG6���&M'M���*/'�P M�*����%/%/
���*$���D� ����&M*'�%*����$- : 8/11/1983 ��&M : 18215 

Bir idareye ait taşınmaz malın diğer idareye devri

���,,�� F7N� I�O$P$��� 6GSGS6778� T� G;:7S89� *,0K Kamu tüzelkişilerinin ve kurumlarının sahip 
oldukları taşınmaz mal, kaynak veya irtifak hakları diğer bir kamu tüzelkişisi veya kurumu tarafından 
kamulaştırılamaz.  

Bu suretle devir alınan taşınmaz mal, kaynak veya irtifak hakkı, sahibinden kamulaştırma yolu ile 
alınmış sayılır ve devir amacı veya devreden idarenin izni dışında başkaca bir kamusal amaçla 
kullanılamaz. Aksi takdirde devreden idare, 23. madde uyarınca taşınmaz malı geri alabilir. Bu husus 
tapu kütüğünün beyanlar hanesine şerh verilir.
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